
BJP numbers dip in Rajya Sabha, 
Party eyes bypolls for renewed strength

US Secret Service Spooked

Pollution Centres down shutters, hike not Under Control SC agreeable to hearing pleas on key Central laws

Assam CM’s warning: Post 2015
arrivals in the State to be deported
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Assam Chief Minister
Himanta Biswa Sarma
on Monday said anyone

coming to Assam in 2015 or
later will be deported back to
their country of origin.
"We will deport those who
have come after 2015. Only
eight persons have applied so
far who came before 2015 for
CAA. Out of these applicants,
only two have proceeded to
attend interviews with
relevant authorities,” the CM
said at a Press conference in
Guwahati to share the insight
into the implementation of
the Citizens’ Act.  
The Centre on March 11
implemented the Citizenship
(Amendment) Act, 2019
CAA by notifying the rules,
four years after the law was
passed by Parliament to fast-
track citizenship for
undocumented non-Muslim
migrants from Pakistan,
Bangladesh and Afghanistan,
who came to India before
December 31, 2014, and
stayed here for five years.
"We conducted outreach
programmes in the Barak
valley and approached many-
Hindu Bengali families and
asked them to apply for
citizenship under CAA.
However, they refused to do
so. The Assam Chief

Minister's statement comes
after he stated that the
citizenship act will be
"completely insignificant" in
Assam due to a low number
of applications.
Himanta said anybody
(according to CAA) who has
come to India before 2015,
they have the first right to
apply for citizenship. “If they
don't apply we will lodge a
case for them. So this is a
statuary instruction,” the CM
said on a strong note to carry
forward implementation of
the CAA.
Based on the rules of the
Citizenship Amendment Act,
migrants belonging to six
religious minorities —
Hindu, Sikh, Buddhist, Jain,

Parsi, and Christian from
neighbouring countries of
Pakistan, Bangladesh, and
Afghanistan will be allowed
to stay in India as citizens if
they entered the country
before December 31, 2014.
Sarma claimed that most of
the Hindu-Bengali families,
who were not included in the
final draft of the National
Register of Citizens (NRC),
told him that they possessed
necessary documents to
prove their Indian citizenship
and preferred the FT route
than applying through the
CAA.
Asked whether the Assam
Government is dropping
cases in Foreigners Tribunals
(FT) against Hindu-Bengalis,

Sarma clarified, "This is
misleading. We cannot drop
any case. We are simply
advising that before initiating
a case, individuals should
apply through the CAA
portal. Even if a case is filed,
there won't be any outcome
because these people are
eligible for citizenship."
The Chief Minister said he
will request the Advocate
General to flag the issue of
CAA so that FTs can give
time to people whose cases
are going on to apply for
citizenship under the newly
implemented law.
"I can't give a direction to
court to pause while deciding
the citizenship cases. The FT
judges themselves have to
decide and they know the
latest situation," he added.
Asked about such a low
number of applications in
CAA, Sarma said the
Opposition myth that 15-20
lakh Bangladeshis will get
citizenship in Assam has
been busted completely.
"In the anti-CAA
movement, five Assamese
youths lost their lives. So
they made the sacrifice to
prevent only these eight
people! This abysmally low
number of eight
applications, of which only
two turned up for interview,
is a bit surprising for us
also," he added.
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BJP's tally in the Rajya Sabha
has dipped below 90 for the

first time in many years but the
ruling party at Centre with its
NDA partners is looking for-
ward to gain berths in the
Upper House by-elections to
fill the existing vacancies in
forthcoming weeks.
The current strength of the
Rajya Sabha is 226 with the
BJP having 86 followed by 26
of the Congress and 13 of the
Trinamool Congress (TMC).
There are currently 19
vacancies.
Interestingly, after a decade
without a Leader of
Opposition in the Lok Sabha
due to a shortage of numbers,
this position has now been
filled with the appointment of
Rahul Gandhi, as the party
improved its score in the

recently concluded general
elections. The Rajya Sabha is
heading in a similar
direction, with the Congress
struggling to maintain the
numbers necessary to keep
the status of LoP for its party
chief, Mallikarjun Kharge.
After the election of party
leaders KC Venugopal and
Deepender Singh Hooda to
the Lok Sabha and their
subsequent resignation from
the Rajya Sabha, the
Congress strength in the
Upper House too has come
down to 26, just one more
than the minimum 25
members required to qualify
for the post.
For this grand old party
strategically made its old
timer Kesava Rao to quit the
RS berth from the BRS party
who joined Congress last
week which is the party’s plan
to improve its tally in the

Upper House to retain the
post of LoP for incumbent
Kharge. This has caused a
vacancy from Telangana,
which will be filled up by the
Congress given its numbers
in the State Assembly.
According to sources,
Congress is trying to get
more members from other
parties from Telangana and
Karnataka to resign and get
them elected on its ticket.
While the BJP-led NDA is
confident of winning two
seats each in Bihar,
Maharashtra and Assam and
one each in Haryana,
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan
and Tripura due to their
numerical superiority over
the Opposition, the four
new nominated members
are also expected to be pro-
treasury benches whenever
the Government names
them.
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Around 600 Pollution
Under Control Centres

(PUCC) across 400 petrol
pumps in the national Capital
will remain closed starting
Monday in response to a
protest call by petrol dealers
and pump owners following
the Delhi Government's pro-
posed hike in pollution certifi-
cate charges.
The closure call of PUCC by
the Delhi Petrol Dealers'
Association (DPDA) comes
amid tussle with the
Government for not revising
the PUC checking rates
according to the demand of
the association.
The association of petrol
dealers claimed that while
the rates for PUC
certificates were not
increased from the last 13
years, last week, there was a
very nominal increase in the
rates by the Delhi Transport
Department.
While announcing the
decision on Thursday, Delhi
Transport Minister Kailash
Gahlot said, "In response to
the long-pending demands
of the Delhi Petrol Dealers
Association and to keep up
with the rising costs of
pollution checking services,
we have decided to revise
the rates. 
This revision is necessary to
ensure that pollution
checking stations can
continue to operate
efficiently and provide

quality services to the public.
We remain committed to
maintaining Delhi’s air
quality and ensuring that all
vehicles meet the required
pollution standards
Stating that the association
has decided to go ahead with
the strike as the running of
PUC centres have become
unviable, DPDA president
Nischal Singhania said,
"There are 400 petrol pumps

in Delhi and all of them have
petrol PUCC centres. Some
of them also have diesel
PUCC centres, which takes
the count to around 600
PUC centres," he added.
President of All India
Petroleum Dealers
Association Ajay Bansal
claimed that the nominal
increase in the rates are 
not justified by the
Government. 
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The Supreme Court on
Monday agreed to consid-

er a suggestion for setting up a
constitution bench to hear pleas
challenging the validity of pas-
sage of laws like the Aadhaar
Act by the Modi Government
as money bills allegedly to
bypass the Rajya Sabha where
it was in a minority. The BJP
currently has 86 MPs and the
ruling NDA 101 in the 245-
member Rajya Sabha where the
majority mark is 123. 
The passage of Bills like the
Aadhaar Act and even
amendments to the Prevention
of Money Laundering Act
(PMLA) as money bills,
apparently to circumvent the
Rajya Sabha when the NDA
did not have a majority there,
has been at the centre of a
major political and legal row.
Congress general secretary in-
charge of communications
Jairam Ramesh is one of the
petitioners who have
challenged the passage of the
Aadhaar Act of 2016 as money
bill under Article 110 of the
Constitution.
Senior advocate Kapil Sibal
told a bench comprising Chief
Justice of India (CJI) D Y
Chandrachud and justices J B
Pardiwala and Manoj Misra
on Monday that the pleadings
are complete and the petitions
needed to be listed for
hearing.
Sibal said since the matter is
already there in the list of
scheduled constitution bench

hearings, such a bench should
be created on a priority basis.
"I will take the call when I
form the constitution
benches," the CJI told him.
Later in the day, the Congress
welcomed the top court's
decision agreeing to consider
setting up a constitution
bench to hear the pleas. The
party hoped a final verdict
would come before
Chandrachud retires in
November this year.
Earlier, the top court had said
it would constitute a seven-
judge bench to consider the
issue of validity of passage of
laws like the Aadhaar Act as a
money bill.
A money bill is a piece of
legislation which can be
introduced only in the Lok
Sabha and the Rajya Sabha
cannot amend or reject it. The
Upper House can only make
recommendations which may
or may not be accepted by the
Lower House.
A bench headed by the CJI

had earlier said all pending
seven-judge bench matters
will be listed on October 12
last year for procedural
directions.
In November 2019, a five-
judge bench of the apex court
had referred to a larger bench
the issue of examining the
validity of the passage of the
Finance Act, 2017 as a money
bill.
"The issue and question of
Money Bill, as defined under
Article 110(1) of the
Constitution, and certification
accorded by the Speaker of the
Lok Sabha in respect of Part-
XIV of the Finance Act, 2017
is referred to a larger Bench,"
it had said.
The five-judge bench had then
struck down in entirety the
rules governing the
appointment and service
conditions of the members of
various tribunals that formed
part of the Finance Act.
Earlier, another bench of the
top court, while upholding the
constitutional validity of
PMLA, had kept the issue of
passage of the amendments to
it as a money bill open for
adjudication by a larger
bench. In the Aadhaar
judgement, the top court had
upheld the validity of passage
of the law as a money bill.
However, Justice
Chandrachud, the present CJI,
had penned a dissenting
judgement and called
designating the Aadhaar
legislation as a money bill a
"fraud on the Constitution". 
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In a controversial incident, as
former cricketers Harbhajan

Singh, Suresh Raina, Yuvraj
Singh, and Gurkeerat Mann
face backlash and a police
complaint for allegedly mock-
ing people with disabilities
(PwD) in a video posted on
Instagram, a battery of individ-
uals and players within the
community have stepped for-
ward to vehemently condemn
the sports’ icons ‘disgraceful’
act.
As the video, where they
mimicked physical
disabilities while recreating
actor Vicky Kaushal's dance
step from the song "Tauba
Tauba", sparked widespread
condemnation, one of the

sports icons under the
scanner Harbhajan Singh has
issued an apology amidst
calls for accountability and
sensitivity.
Arman Ali, the executive
director of the National
Centre for Promotion of
Employment for Disabled
People (NCPEDP) who filed
the complaint in the
afternoon with the SHO of
the Amar Colony police
station in a strongly worded
statement said it is
"disgusting to see India's top
cricketers mocking disability.
Shameful and atrocious
behaviour from those who
are idolised by masses. Shame
on them...”
Alongside the cricketers, the
complaint also names

Sandhya Devanathan, Vice
President and Managing
Director of Meta India. It
accuses Instagram, owned by

Meta, of violating the
Information Technology Act,
2000, for allowing such
content to be uploaded and

shared. Authorities at the
Amar Colony police station
stated that the complaint will
be forwarded to the cyber cell
for further investigation.
Para-badminton star Manasi
Joshi, a former world number
one in her category, minced
no words as she directly
addressed Harbhajan Singh,
who is Rajya Sabha Member
from Aam Aadmi Party also
and Suresh Raina on social
media instagram, criticizing
them for mocking the gait
patterns of people with
disabilities.
“Wanted more responsibility

from the stars that you all are,
please do not mock the gait
patterns of people with
disabilities. This isn’t
funny…this isn’t legendary.

“You don’t know how much
harm your behaviour can
do. The appreciation you’re
getting from people around
is appalling to see. This reel
of yours is going to
encourage that it is ok to
make fun of the walking
patterns of people with
disabilities for a few laughs.
“More young children with
disabilities will be bullied
by using this reel. If any of
you athletes would have
done responsible
community service in
disability space area, you all
would not have come up
with this reel. I’m scared
how the PR agencies of
these athletes approved this
reel for public platform,”
Manasi rued.
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Former President Donald
Trump has arrived in

Milwaukee for the Republican
National Convention a day
after he was targeted in an
attempted assassination at a
campaign event. 
Trump's airplane touched
down Sunday, the day before
the four-day event kicks off
with thousands of
Republicans coming together
to formally elect him as their
2024 presidential nominee. 
The shocking scenes of
violence at his Saturday
campaign rally that injured
his right ear, killed a spectator
and injured another set a dark
backdrop for the convention,
which is typically four days of
party pageantry, political
speeches, policy platforms
and the presidential

nominee's keynote address. 
The attack on Trump has put
a heightened focus on safety
and security of the event. 
The former president said in a
social media post earlier
Sunday that he was going to
delay his trip by two days
because of the attempted
assassination “but have just
decided that I cannot allow a
shooter,' or potential assassin,
to force change to scheduling,
or anything else.
Republican National
Convention starting on
Monday which will nominate
him as the party's candidate
for the November 5
presidential election.
In one of his first interviews
since the incident, the 78-
year-old former president told
conservative US media that
he felt that he had been saved
"by luck or by God".
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Benchmark Sensex and
Nifty closed at new record

high levels on Monday fol-
lowing buying in PSU bank
shares and fresh foreign fund
inflows.
The 30-share BSE Sensex
rose by 145.52 points or 0.18
per cent to settle at a new
record high of 80,664.86.
During the day, it advanced
343.2 points or 0.42 per cent
to hit a high of 80,862.54.
The NSE Nifty rallied 84.55
points or 0.35 per cent to
settle at an all-time closing
high of 24,586.70. During
the day, it surged 132.9
points or 0.54 per cent to hit
a new record peak of
24,635.05.
Among Sensex shares, State
Bank of India was the
biggest gainer, rising by 2.55
per cent after the bank
announced a hike in MCLR-
based lending rates for
various tenors. NTPC,
UltraTech Cement,
Mahindra & Mahindra,
Bajaj Finance, Tata Motors,
Maruti and ITC were the
other major winners.

Sensex, Nifty sing
on an all time high
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KP Sharma Oli on Monday
was sworn in as Nepal's

Prime Minister for the fourth
time to lead a new coalition
Government that faces the
daunting challenge of provid-
ing political stability in the
Himalayan nation.
The leader of Nepal's largest
communist party was
appointed as Prime Minister
on Sunday by President Ram
Chandra Paudel to lead the
coalition Government with
the Nepali Congress (NC),
the largest party in
Parliament, apart from other
smaller parties.
Oli, 72, succeeds Pushpa
Kamal Dahal 'Prachanda,'
who lost the vote of

confidence in the House of
Representatives (HoR) on
Friday, leading to the
formation of the new
Government.

Nepal okays Oli as PM
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Rebellion intensifies within SAD;
Rebels Call for Sukhbir’s Resignation
Shiromani Akali Dal Sudhar Lehar to be launched 
MONIKA MALIK n
CHANDIGARH

The fissures within the
Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD)

further widened on Monday
with the rebel faction, com-
prising SAD’s senior dissident
leaders, decided to spearhead a
reform movement within the
party, while calling for the res-
ignation by the party chief
Sukhbir Singh Badal.

The meeting took place in
parallel with a session held by
SAD’s official leaders at the
party headquarters in
Chandigarh’s Sector 28, led by
Daljit Singh Cheema and
Balwinder Bhunder.

On the other side, SAD’s
‘rebel’ leaders, including Prem
Singh Chandumajra, Bibi Jagir
Kaur, Sikander Singh Maluka,
Gurpratap Singh Wadala,
Sukhdev Singh Dhindsa,
Charanjit Singh Brar, among
others, held their meeting at
Convention Centre in Sector
36. Addressing the media after
the meeting, the rebel leaders
declared their plans to launch
a ‘Shiromani Akali Dal Sudhar
Lehar (SAD’s Reform
Movement) aimed at revitaliz-
ing the party and reinstating its
core values.

As a part of this reform ini-
tiative, Wadala has been
appointed as the convener,
while former MP Sukhdev
Singh Dhindsa has been named
its patron. Besides, a new com-
mittee will be formed to ensure
that decisions are made with
unanimous consent.

The Sudhar Lehar will also
include organizing events to

honour the great personalities
of the Sikh community, with
one such event being the cen-
tenary celebration of former
Akali stalwart Gurcharan Singh
Tohra on September 24.

The dissident leaders
emphasized the need to rein-
tegrate members who were
ousted during the election
period by Sukhbir Badal or
those belonging to old Akali
families.

Chandumajra asserted that
for SAD, to regain its strength,
Sukhbir Badal must resign
from his position as the party
president. He also referred to
the recent byelection to
Jalandhar west assembly seg-
ment, suggesting that party’s
embarrassing defeat had clear-
ly indicated the need for
change.

“The recommendations of
the Jhunda Committee should
be implemented,” demanded
Bibi Jagir Kaur, asserting that
they were the “real leaders” of
the Shiromani Akali Dal, and
thus, “we are bringing the
Akali Dal sudhar lehar”.

No Place for Rebels, Party
Office is Not a Marriage
Palace: Cheema

On the other hand,
Cheema highlighted that the
official meeting at party head-
quarters focused on the
upcoming SGPC elections and
the impending four assembly
by-elections. When questioned
about the parallel meeting by
the rebels, Cheema remarked
that the party office is a shared
space for all party members to
express their views, but it must
be respected as the home of the
party’s leadership.

“The party headquarters is
a shared home for every-
one…the party president
Sukhbir Singh Badal held
numerous meetings with con-
stituency in-charges, district
presidents, and various wings
of the party, including the Istri
Akali Dal, Scheduled Caste
and Backward Castes wings,
and the Youth Akali Dal,
besides interacting with mem-
bers of the Shiromani
Committee. Despite open invi-
tations to all, the leaders who
are now being labeled as rebels
did not attend these meetings.
Now, they are agitating against
their own party and claiming
the right to hold meetings at
the party office. There is no
place for them here,” he said.

Cheema emphasized that
the party operates under a
constitution and has an elect-
ed president. “

The president is chosen
through a democratic process
according to established norms.
The party office is managed
according to the guidelines set
by the president. You cannot
challenge the leadership of the
party president and then claim
the right to use the party
office,” said Cheema.

Bhunder, who is heading
the SAD’s disciplinary com-
mittee, said that while dissident
leaders could contest for the
president’s position, they might
struggle to gather sufficient
support. At the same time,
Bibi Jagir Kaur expressed con-
fidence in contesting and win-
ning any forthcoming elec-
tions within the party.

Security Increased
Around SAD Head Office

Anticipating potential con-
flicts, Chandigarh police
heightened security around
the party office amidst infor-
mation that the rebel group
intended to hold a meeting at
the party office. Tension
engulfed the SAD’s head office
in Sector 28 following reports
that the rebel group may
attempt to enter the premises
to hold a meeting. In response,
police security has been
increased, with members of the
Youth Akali Dal and the
Student Organisation of India
(SOI) also gathering at the
gates to prevent any intrusion
by the rebels.

Meanwhile, the rebels
assembled at the Convention
Centre in Sector 36, where
they held their meeting and
later addressed a press confer-
ence also.

Widening Fissures Within
SAD

The tension stems from the
longstanding internal disputes
that became particularly evi-
dent after the Lok Sabha elec-
tions. Despite SAD securing
only the Bathinda seat, won by
Harsimrat Kaur, the wife of
party president Sukhbir Singh
Badal, calls for his resignation
have intensified.  The internal
discord became public during
the Jalandhar West by-election
when the party supported a
Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP)
candidate, leading to a candi-
date withdrawal controversy.
The dissident group
announced their intention to
contest under the traditional
‘Takdi’ (scales) symbol, but
the party ultimately faced a sig-
nificant defeat in the election.

Akal Takht Summons
Sukhbir; Asked to Respond
to Allegations within 15 Days

PNS n CHANDIGARH

The Akal Takht, the supreme
temporal seat of the Sikh

community, on Monday sum-
moned Shiromani Akali Dal
(SAD) president Sukhbir Singh
Badal to present his defense
regarding allegations of mis-
conduct. The decision emerged
from a significant meeting held
on Monday at Sri Akal Takht
Sahib in Amritsar, chaired by
Jathedar (high priest) Giani
Raghbir Singh, and attended by
the heads of all five Takhts
(temporal seats).

In a significant develop-
ment, Sukhbir has been given
15 days to appear before the
Akal Takht and provide his
response to several allegations,
including accusations related to
his association with Sirsa-based
Dera Sacha Sauda sect head
Gurmeet Ram Rahim Singh,
the use of Rs 90 lakh from the
Shiromani Gurdwara
Parbandhak Committee
(SGPC) for advertisements by
the Akali Dal, and various sac-
rilege incidents.

The summoning comes
following the complaint from a
rebel section of senior SAD
leaders regarding Sukhbir
Badal's actions. Now, Sukhbir
has been instructed to present
a written explanation within 15
days, which would include
clarifications about the use of
SGPC funds for party adver-
tisements and other allega-
tions of misconduct.

The accusations stated that
Sukhbir failed to uphold the
sanctity of panthic sentiments
during the SAD regime. SAD
leaders, including Prem Singh
Chandumajra, Surjit Singh
Rakhra, Bibi Jagir Kaur,
Gurpartap Singh Wadala,
Parminder Singh Dhindsa,
Karnail Singh Panjauli, Manjit

Singh, and others, had sub-
mitted a written ‘apology’ to
Akal Takht Jathedar Giani
Raghbir Singh on July 1.

In their letter, they apolo-
gized for being part of the SAD
regime, from 2007 to 2017,
during which the top leader-
ship made several ‘mistakes’
leading to the party's downfall
on both political and religious
fronts. The letter highlighted
issues such as the controversial
exoneration of the Dera Sirsa
cult, spending Rs 90 lakhs on
advertisements to justify the
pardon granted to the Dera
Sirsa head, failing to punish
those responsible for the sac-
rilege incidents at Behbal Kalan
and Kotkapura, appointing
controversial police officials
to top posts, and not delivering
justice to the victims of sacri-
lege.

Among other key deci-
sions from the meeting include
prevention of sacrilege inci-
dents, special honour for Baba
Daya Singh; and steps towards
environmental conservation.
To combat incidents of sacri-
lege at gurdwaras, it was unan-
imously decided to ensure the
permanent deployment of
sevadars (volunteers) at all
times. In the event of any mis-
conduct or disrespect, the
responsible gurdwara manage-
ment committee will face strict
action.

The Akal Takht also
announced a special honour for
Baba Daya Singh, head of the
Samparda Dal Baba Bidhi
Chand Ji, recognizing his ser-
vices to the Sikh community.
Besides, acknowledging the
challenges posed by global
warming and climate change,
the Akal Takht has issued an
order for every Sikh to plant at
least one tree in their lifetime
and to practice water conser-
vation to help protect the envi-
ronment. Responding to the
development, senior Akali
leader Virsa Singh Valtoha said
that it is within the jurisdiction
and duty of the Akal Takht to
act on received complaints.
He assured that Sukhbir Badal
will humbly clarify all allega-
tions. “If any mistakes have
been made, whether within
the government or outside,
Sukhbir Badal has always been
willing to apologize humbly,”
Valtoha added.

Launch new initiative to enhance health facilities
for Defence personnel: Hry CM asks officials
PNS n CHANDIGARH

Haryana Chief Minister
Nayab Singh Saini on

Monday announced that the
State Government will launch
a new initiative to enhance
health facilities for serving sol-
diers, ex-servicemen, and their
families. This includes devel-
oping health facilities similar to
Army Polyclinics in various
towns, based on need, through
coordination with the army.
“This initiative will be aimed to
ensure that military personnel
and their dependents can
access healthcare services close
to their homes,” he added.

Chairing a meeting with
the Health Department offi-
cials, the Chief Minister
instructed them to develop
health facilities for defence
personnel and their family
members. He said that at pre-
sent Army hospitals and poly-
clinics are functioning in
Panchkula, Ambala and Hisar
on the same lines, health facil-
ities should be developed at
other places as per the demand
and need of the soldiers.

While instructing the
health department officials,
the Chief Minister emphasized
the need to coordinate with top
army officials and take appro-
priate action to implement this
initiative. The Haryana gov-
ernment would provide the
necessary resources for these
health facilities.

He also mentioned that
there has been a demand from
ex-servicemen to develop
health facilities in military-
dominated areas such as
Rewari, Rohtak, and
Mahendragarh. Establishing
medical institutions in these
regions will greatly benefit sol-

diers, ex-servicemen, and their
families.

Saini further said that the
State Government is continu-
ously developing medical infra-
structure across Haryana. Sub-
health centers, primary health
centers, and community health
centers are being established to
provide citizens with better
healthcare services. Existing
hospitals are being upgraded,
and a medical college is being
established in each district
alongwith nursing colleges to
address the shortage of doctors
and paramedical staff in the
state. The establishment of the
All India Institute of Medical
Sciences (AIIMS) will benefit
not only Haryana but also cit-
izens from neighboring states,
he added.

While emphasizing the
need to enhance health facili-
ties, the Chief Minister
instructed the officials that
Sub-Health Centers, Primary
Health Centers, and commu-
nity health centers should be
established based on the
demands received through
Jansamvad.

Felicitates 61 candidates
from Hry selected in IAS &
Other Services

In another programme,
Saini felicitated 61 candidates
from Haryana selected in
Indian Administrative Service
and other services conducted
by the Union Public Service
Commission. While congratu-
lating the successful candi-
dates, he expressed hope that
they will contribute their tal-
ents towards realizing Prime
Minister Narendra Modi's
vision of making India a devel-
oped nation by 2047 and will
continue to uphold the pride of
dynamic Haryana through
their commendable work.

He said, “You all are the
foundation and pillars of the
dream of a developed India.
The country has high expecta-
tions from you.

I trust that you will reach
every part of the country,
strengthening the spirit of unity
in diversity and making
Haryana proud. Despite the
different languages, dialects,
cultures, and traditions in the
country, there is a core of unity
in these diversities.”

The Chief Minister said
that every tenth person in
Haryana is a part of the Indian
Army, and these candidates will
serve the nation with full ded-

ication and zeal. He said that he
is hopeful that all the success-
ful candidates, after getting
postings, will work towards
simplifying the lives of citizens
by finding straightforward
solutions within the existing
system. Helping others is a tra-
dition in our country, and
these candidates will also con-
tribute to enhancing the
nation's honour and dignity by
following this tradition, said
Saini.

Minister of Trinidad and
Tobago meets CM for bilat-
eral trade

In another event, the
Minister of Attorney General
and Legal Affairs, Government
of the Republic of Trinidad and
Tobago, Renuka Sagram Singh
Sooklal on Monday met the
Chief Minister at his residence
in Chandigarh.

The Government official
spokesperson said that the
meeting took place in contin-
uation of a delegation sent by
the State Government to
Trinidad and Tobago in the last
week of June, 2024 led by
Kailash Bhagat, Chairman,
Hafed in an effort to explore
the business opportunities in
Trinidad and Tobago and other
Caribbean Countries.

During the meeting, Saini
discussed various avenues
where ties between business
entities of Harana and Trinidad
and Tobago can be strength-
ened. He also expressed that
both the stakeholders can work
in mutual cooperation. 

He also advised Chairman
Hafed to look for opportunities
where farmers of the State can
be benefited by selling their
produce to different countries
through Hafed which is an
Apex Cooperation Federation
of the State.  

Amritpal Writes to Lok Sabha
Speaker: Seeks Participation
in Monsoon Session
PNS n CHANDIGARH

The pro-Khalistan MP from
Khadoor Sahib Amritpal

Singh, currently imprisoned
under the National Security
Act (NSA) in Assam’s
Dibrugarh Jail, has penned a
letter to Lok Sabha Speaker Om
Birla seeking his permission to
participate in the ensuing mon-
soon session of the Parliament.

Amritpal wanted to be part
of the upcoming Monsoon
Session starting on July 22, and
has requested the Speaker to
make necessary arrangements
to facilitate his participation.

On July 5, Amritpal was
granted a special parole to
visit the Parliament in New
Delhi, where he took his oath
as an MP.

Amritpal, a resident of
Jallupur Khera village near
Amritsar and the head of the
'Waris Punjab De' organization,
secured his position as MP by
defeating Congress candidate
Kulbir Singh Zira in the
Khadoor Sahib constituency
with the highest victory mar-

gin in the state during this Lok
Sabha elections.

Despite being barred from
campaigning, Amritpal gar-
nered over four lakh votes,
winning his seat with a margin
of 1.97 lakhs votes.

Troubles for Amritpal
began on February 23, 2023,
when a large mob led by him
stormed the Ajnala police sta-
tion in Amritsar while protest-
ing against the arrest of their
aide. Following this incident, a
non-bailable warrant was
issued against Amritpal, who
then went into hiding on
March 18, prompting a month-
long manhunt by the police
and intelligence agencies. He
was eventually arrested by
Punjab Police in Moga on
April 23 and subsequently
charged under the NSA, lead-
ing to his transfer to Dibrugarh
Jail in Assam.

Since his arrest, Amritpal
has been incarcerated in
Dibrugarh Jail. Following the
Lok Saha polls, his NSA deten-
tion period was extended by
three months.

Doctors in Hry observe two-hour
strike in support of their demands
PNS n CHANDIGARH

To protest against the State
Government for not heed-

ing to their demands, the doc-
tors in Haryana under the
banner of the Haryana Civil
Medical Services Association
(HCMSA) on Monday
observed a two-hour strike in
different hospitals of the State.
The OPD services at govern-
ment health facilities were
adversely affected.  

According to protesters,
the HCMSA has been
demanding a specialist cadre of
doctors, no direct recruitment
of senior medical officers
(SMOs), change in post-grad-

uation policy and a dynamic
assured career progression
(ACP) scheme. The association
had observed a ‘Black Day’ on
July 1 on National Doctors’
Day.  The body had suspend-
ed emergency, labour, post-
mortem, jail services and other
health services in the state on
December 29 last year in sup-
port of their demands.

In a statement, Dr Sandeep
Abrol, Karnal district president
of the body, said that despite
several meetings at different
levels and assurances, there has
been no solution to our
demands. There is a dearth of
doctors in the state and the
government is not ready to lis-
ten to us. 

Govt to soon launch awards for
teachers for exceptional service:
Himachal CM Sukhu
PNS n SHIMLA

Himachal Pradesh Chief Minister Sukhvinder Singh Sukhu
on Monday said the state government will soon launch

awards for teachers and heads of schools to honour their excep-
tional services in the education sector.

The initiative is aimed at fostering interest among people
in taking up teaching as a career, adopting best teaching and
learning practices in schools and enhancing the reputation of
educators within the community, he said. Twenty-four teach-
ers would be awarded under two categories -- general area, and
tribal and hard areas, Sukhu said.  While 15 awards would be
designated for teachers in general areas, nine would given to
teachers in tribal and hard areas, the chief minister said.  He said
the government would also confer six special awards for teach-
ers who have made extraordinary contributions to innovation,
implementation of flagship state programmes and special ini-
tiatives. It may vary annually, he added.

Inter-state weapons smuggling
module busted; Two held with
6 sophisticated pistols
PNS n CHANDIGARH/AMRITSAR

Amritsar’s State Special Operation Cell (SSOC) has busted an
inter-state weapon smuggling module with the arrest of two

operatives of foreign-based terrorist Lakhbir alias Landa; and
recovered six .32 bore sophisticated pistols along with magazines
and ammunition from their possession. Sharing the informa-
tion, the state Director General of Police (DGP) Gaurav Yadav
on Monday said that those arrested have been identified as
Sumitpal Singh of Thathian village in Tarn Taran; and
Arpandeep Singh of Chamba Kalan village in Tarn Taran. DGP
Yadav said that acting on intel inputs that associates of
Lawrence Bishnoi had retrieved weapons consignment from
Madhya Pradesh (MP), Police teams from SSOC Amritsar
launched an operation and apprehended both the accused per-
sons from near Railway Station Amritsar.

Preliminary investigations have revealed that accused persons
were directly in touch with MP-based illegal weapons dealer,

he said, while adding that about a fortnight back they went to
MP by bus to procure this weapon consignment and travelled
back to Amritsar by train.

Flights from Ambala Airport to commence from
August 15
Chandigarh: Haryana  Civil Aviation Minister Kamal Gupta
on Monday said that flights from Ambala Airport will com-
mence from August 15 and the directions have  been issued
to the officers concerned to complete civil and electrical works,
including the boundary wall, parking area, main building,
entrance road, canteen, and water tank, before August 15.
Chairing a review meeting in Chandigarh with officers of the
Civil Aviation, Power, Public Works (Buildings & Roads), and
Fire Service Departments, Gupta stated that the runway at
Ambala Air Force Station will be used for the take-off and land-
ing of aircraft. This airport will benefit travellers from
Haryana as well as neighbouring states like Himachal Pradesh,
Punjab, and Uttar Pradesh, will be able to avail the flight ser-
vices to various cities. 

Hry Minister flags off Pilgrims' bus from
Yamunanagar for Darshan of Ramlala
Chandigarh: Haryana Agriculture and Farmers' Welfare
Minister Kanwar Pal Gujjar on Monday flagged off an AC bus
filled with pilgrims from Yamunanagar district to Ayodhya
Dham under the Mukhyamantri Teerth Darshan Yojana. This
bus carried 26 pilgrims who will visit Ayodhya. 

Purohit inaugurates campaign to celebrate Silver
Jubilee Anniversary of Kargil Vijay Diwas 
Chandigarh: The Punjab Governor and UT Administrator
Banwari Lal Purohit, on the occasion of Silver Jubilee
Anniversary of Kargil Vijay Diwas, planted a sapling at the
Punjab Raj Bhawan in Chandigarh on Monday. Speaking on
the sidelines of the function, the Punjab Governor said that
this campaign will also give a boost to the ongoing tree plan-
tation campaign ‘Ek Ped Maa Ke Naam’ (one tree for moth-
er) launched by the Government of India. The soil for plant-
ing trees has been brought by the Jammu Kashmir Study Centre
(JKSC), Chandigarh Chapter, especially from Bajrang Post,
which was the starting point of the Kargil War. 

MP Tewari asks officers to take up forward-look-
ing projects in city
Chandigarh: Chairing the 23rd Chandigarh Smart City
Advisory Forum, Chandigarh MP Manish Tewari asked the offi-
cers to take up forward-looking projects like free Wifi
hotspots and inclusive development of villages and rehabili-
tation colonies. In the meeting, projects both completed and
under execution, were reviewed. In the meeting, Tewari said
that the advance planning should be done for at least one quar-
ter. He emphasized the importance of interdepartmental coor-
dination and the need for collaborative planning to avoid pub-
lic inconvenience. He also suggested that solar lights should
be used for street lighting to promote sustainable energy effi-
ciency.

Cong launches 'Haryana Mange Jawab' campaign
from Karnal
Karnal: Rohtak MP Deepender Hooda on Monday started the
statewide 'Haryana Mange Hisaab' campaign from the old Anaj
Mandi of Karnal Assembly, which was followed by a walk
through Karnal. State Congress President Chaudhary Udaibhan
presented the flag of the party to Hooda and launched the cam-
paign.  Deepender addressed a big public meeting before start-
ing the padyatra, after which he walked through the streets of
Karnal, along with thousands of party leaders and workers. A
huge crowd gathered on the roads and the slogan ‘Bhajapa
Sarkar Se Haryana Maange Hisab, Aab Sirf Congress Se Aaas’
echoed throughout Karnal.  

Babbu Singh Mann, Hans Raj Hans, Harpreet
Sekhon release poster of song dedicated to
Surinder Shinda

Chandigarh:  Singer late Surinder Shinda was remembered in
a unique manner with the poster of a song released here by
eminent lyricist Babbu Singh Mann, Hans Raj Hans and
Harpreet Sekhon. The song titled ‘Kithe tur gyann yaara’ and
the video would be released on the first death anniversary of
late Surinder Shinda on July 26th. The vocal has been rendered
by Hans Raj Hans and the lyrics are by Harpreet Sekhon. On
the occasion, Hans said that Surinder Shinda would always
remain in our hearts and can never be forgotten while Mann
said that the voice of Surinder Shinda would always echo in
this world and this song is a tribute to him. Harpreet Sekhon
said that Surinder Shinda sung popular songs such as ‘Jatt Jeona
Mour’, ‘Putt Jattan De’ and ‘Yaaran da truck balliye’ which have
become folk legends and the Chief Minister Bhagwant Singh
Mann in a tribute to Surinder Shinda had called him the immor-
tal voice of Punjab.  Talwinder Singh Nagra said that the video
of the song has been directed by Bobby Bajwa.

Control rooms in all 23 districts to deal with
flood-like situation in Punjab
Chandigarh:  To deal with the flood-like situation during the
monsoon season, Punjab Government has set up control rooms
in all 23 districts, appointing the District Revenue Officers as
the nodal officers of these control rooms. The state’s Revenue,
Rehabilitation and Disaster Management Minister Bram
Shanker Jimpa on Monday said that all arrangements have been
made by the Punjab Government to control the flood like sit-
uation during the monsoon season. “As per the instructions
issued by Chief Minister Bhagwant Mann, financial assistance
has already been released to all the Deputy Commissioners for
cleaning of torrents, choes, drains etc; and the cleaning work
has been completed by the districts but in case of any unto-
ward incident, people can contact the control rooms set up to
provide help,” he said. Jimpa said that these control rooms are
functional 24X7 and people can contact these helpline num-
bers at any time in the hour of crisis and it will be ensured that
all possible assistance is provided to them by the administra-
tive officials.

Former IAS Karnail Singh appointed PSERC sec-
retary, days after VRS
Chandigarh: Days after he opted for voluntary retirement ser-
vice (VRS) ahead of his scheduled retirement in September,
the former IAS officer Karnail Singh has been named the sec-
retary of the state power regulator — the Punjab State Electricity
Regulatory Commission (PSERC). Karnail Singh has official-
ly assumed his new role, with an initial tenure set for three years,
which may be extended up to five years based on performance
and requirements. His appointment comes at a crucial time
for the PSERC, which is responsible for ensuring the devel-
opment of the power sector in Punjab. His extensive experi-
ence in administration and governance is expected to bring
significant benefits to the commission. The decision to
appoint Karnail Singh was made by the Punjab Govt.
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I, Mahinder Kaur W/o Late 

Sh. Manjit Singh R/o H No. 3010, 

Sector 37-D, Chandigarh had 

disowned my son Sh. Roop Yad 

Bir Singh vide affidavit dated 15-

03-2021. But Now he is under my 

control and will have all the rights 

in my all movable immovable 

properties. 

I, Bimla Devi W/o Late 

Pritam Singh R/o H.No. 2130/1, 

Pipliwala Town, Manimajra, 

Chandigarh my daughter-in-law 

Anju Bala W/o Late Sidharth & 

their children are beyond my 

control. So I disown them my all 

moveable immoveable properties. 

Anybody dealing with them at own 

risk & responsibility. 

I, Nirmala Devi W/O Ramesh 

Chand R/O Safeda Colony, Near 

Nirankari Bhawan, Nayagaon, 

(Mohali) Declare That My Son 

Ravi Kanwar Is Out Of My Control 

So I Debar Him From My 

Moveable / Immovable Properties. 

Anybody Deals With Him At His 

Own Risk/ Responsibilities. 

I, Sudesh Kumari W/o Anshi 

Lal R/o H.No-2672 hari palace 

Ambala City inform that my real 

son Sanjay Kumar & his wife 

Deepika  Batra & his Daughter 

Jisha are  out of my control . So I 

disown all of them from my 

movable and immovable 

properties.  I and my family will not 

be responsible for any kind of 

transaction or legal or illegal work 

done by them. 

I, Ram Yash Yadav S/o Ram 

Bharose R/o 2004 New Indira 

Colony, Manimajra, Chandigarh 

declares that my divorced wife 

Urmila Devi and our My Son 

Manish Kumar Yadav are out of 

my control. I Disown them from all 

my movable and immovable 

properties with immediate effect. 

Anybody who deals with them 

shall be doing so at their own risk. 

Concerned Note. 

I Padam Singh, S/O Shri 

Ram Swaroop, R/O Budha Kheda, 

Kaithal. I have two sons, the elder 

son Aman Bainiwal and his wife 

Praveen Kumari are out of our 

hearing, hence I evict the above 

two from my movable and 

immovable property. 

I,   Jatinder  S/o Parkash 

Chand  R/o # 3257, Sector 25-D, 

Chandigarh, declare that my son 

Deepak is out of my control. I 

disown him from my movable 

/immovable properties. If anybody 

deals him any type in future shall 

be self  responsible. 

I, Sukhdev Singh S/o 

Harbansh Lal R/o New Basti, 

Sandholi Tehsil, Pehowa District, 

Kurukshetra My Son Jaj is out of 

my control. I, disown them  from all 

My moveable and immoveable 

properties. If Anybody deals with 

him at Their Own risk. 

I, Sanjay Kumar S/o Dilbag 

R/o Village Bahu Akbarpur Distt. 

Rohtak Haryana declare that my 

daughter Tannu is out of my 

control. So I disown her from my 

all moveable/immoveable 

properties. Any body dealing with 

her at their own risk. I or my family 

are not responsible for any type of 

their legal or illegal acts. 

I, Amar Nath S/o Late. Sh. 

Kashi Ram Hall R/o H No. 40 

Manakpur, Nanakchand, Pinjore, 

Panchkula Haryana, Declare that 

Today, Dated 15.07.2024, We 

Disown our Son Chaman and his 

wife Sonia is completely out of our 

Control. Therefore we disown my 

Son Chaman and his wife Sonia 

from all my movable-immovable 

properties. Anybody dealing with 

both of them will be responsible 

and I and my Family will have 

nothing to do with them. 

I, Harjee Kaur W/O Balyod 

Singh. R/O Village Sahari, Po- 

Dhariwal, Gurdaspur, Punjab. 

Declare That My Given Name As 

Harjee And My Surname As Kaur. 

I, JC-391299F Nb/Sub Shyam 

Sundar Posted at 15 IDSR C/o 56 

APO declare that in my service 

record my mother's name was 

wrongly written as Pream Dulare. I 

have changed my mother's name 

from Pream Dulare to Prem Dulari 

vide Affidavit No. IN-

PB35567652468365W dated 15 

July 2024 before Notary Public 

Amritsar. 

I, Army No. 13633247Y Rank 

PTR Sarbjit Singh S/o Tarsem 

Singh R/o VPO Bhaini Mian Khan 

Tehsil and Distt Gurdaspur declare 

that in my Service record Part-II 

order, name of my son has been 

wrongly written as Gumiwaaz 

Singh. His correct name is 

Gurniwaaz Singh. Concerned note. 

I, Mandave Haridas Shivaji 

S/O Shivaji Mandave R/O Gavthan 

PO.Kumthe Nagache, Tehsil. 

Khatav Distt. Satara, Kumthe, 

Satara (Maharashtra)-415527 

Declare that in My Army Service 

Records My Wife's Name is 

Wrongly Written in Dhanashree. 

Kindly Correct it as Dhanashri 

Haridas Mandave. Vide affidavit 

NO-IN-AS99495640293025W 

Dated 12.07.2024 Before 

Executive Magistrate, Jorhat 

(Assam) 

I, Mandave Haridas Shivaji 

S/O Shivaji Mandave R/O Gavthan 

PO.Kumthe Nagache, Tehsil. 

Khatav Distt. Satara, Kumthe, 

Satara (Maharashtra)-415527 

Declare that in My Army Service 

Records My Mother's Name is 

Wrongly Written in Kamal. Kindly 

Correct it as Kamal Shivaji 

Mandave. Vide affidavit NO-IN-

AS99395538823088W Dated 

10.07.2024 Before Notary Public, 

Jorhat (Assam) 

I No 4482476 H Rank Buta 

Ram Singh S/O Parkash Ram 

Village Mian Da Pind PO Sagran 

Tehsil Dasuya Distt Hoshiarpur 

Punjab Declare That In My Army's 

Record My Father Parkash Ram 

Date Of Birth 12-02-1938 Written 

Wrongly. Actually His Date Of 

Birth Is 01-01-1926 As Per Adhaar 

Card Record. 

I JC 202522Y Rank Ex Sub 

and Hony capt Om Parkash S/O 

Hari Ram W/No 07 Moti Nagar 

Dasuya Distt Hoshiarpur Punjab 

declare that in my Army's record 

My Wife's Rakesh Kumari Date of 

Birth Written 20-01-1959 Wrongly. 

Actually her Date of Birth is 14-01-

1959 as per her Aadhar card 

records. 

I, Pooja Rani W/o Shri Sunil 

Kumar resident of Near Narayan 

Mandir, Anandpur Rara, 

Pathankot, Tehsil & Distt. 

Pathankot declare that in my son's 

Gitansh school record my name is 

wrongly entered as Kamini Devi 

instead of Pooja Rani. 

I, Babli Wife of Mr. Ramesh 

Lal resident of Village Nangal 

Tambua, PO: Nangal Bhor, Tehsil 

Pathankot, District Pathankot, 

Punjab declare that in my 

daughter's Diya Chaudhary 

school record and in her birth 

certificate my husband's name is 

wrongly entered as Ramesh 

Kumar instead of Ramesh Lal. 

I, Ex Hav/Clk (Sd) Narender 

Kumar, Army No.14682435a S/O 

Balbir Singh R/O Village 

Sankhera, P.O.Sankhera 

(Bilaspur), Tehsil Chhachrauli, 

Distt Yamunanagar Have 

Changed My Son Name From 

Manan To Manan Nehra. 

I, Sandeep Singh S/o 

Sarwan Singh R/o Vill: Patti 

Talwandi Salhan Teh-Dasuya 

(Hoshiarpur) 144203 Punjab, 

declare that in my Passport No. J-

6782311 my wife’s name is 

mentioned as Mona whereas her 

correct name is Jivan Kumari. I 

shall request to enter my wife’s 

name as Jivan Kumari in my 

Passport. 

I, Pramod Kumar S/o Munar 

Yadav R/o #857, Sector 45-A, 

Chandigarh have changed my 

name to Pramod Yadav. 

I, Ritika Sushmeet Paul W/o 

Sh. Sukrit Madan and D/o Sh. 

Sushmeet Omprakash Paul R/o 

#227, Sector 15-A, Chandigarh, 

have changed my name to Ritika 

Madan after marriage. 

I, Jaswinder Kaur w/o 

Jaswinder Singh, R/o #1547, 

Burail, Sector 45, Chandigarh 

have changed my name to 

Surinder Kaur. 

I, Rupa Ray w/o Sajan Roy, 

R/o Kansal SAS Nagar Mohali, 

Punjab have changed my name to 

Rupa Roy. 

I, Sunita W/o Vipan Kumar 

R/o #826, Sector-21 Panchkula, 

Haryana, have changed my name 

to Sunita Jindal. 

I, Bhumika D/o Dalbir Singh 

R/o Mohalla Puttri Pathshalla 

Hariana Distt. Hoshiarpur Punjab 

have changed my name from 

Bhumika to Bhumika Singh. 

Concerned note. 

I, Smt Anju Bala Ram 

Sewak W/o No. 13998404M NK 

(TS) Ram Sewak (Retd) R/o 

Village Basantpur, PO Amroh, 

Tehsil Mukerian, Distt Hoshiarpur 

(Pb), have changed my name 

from Anju Bala Ram Sewak to 

Anju Bala. Concerned note. 

I, Ajay Kumar S/o Malkit 

Chand R/o H.No.394, Mohalla 

Salwara Tehsil & Distt. Hoshiarpur 

Punjab have change the name of 

my minor daughter from Harnoor 

to Harnoor Kaur. Concerned note.  

I, Shah Nawaz son of Shri 

Salim resident of H.No. 1413, Gali 

No. 7, Rajiv Colony Panipat-

132103, state that I have changed 

my name from Shah Nawaz to 

Shahnawaj. 

I, No. 3405661A Rank Hav. 

Rajinder Singh S/o Inderjit Singh, 

unit 3 sikh Regt. R/o VPO 

Bhambol, Tehsil Jagadhri, Distt 

Yamuna Nagar declare that in my 

army document my son name 

written as Sachin Kirat Singh, 

which is wrong. His actual name 

is Sachit Kirat Singh. Vide affidavit 

no. L314231 dated 11/07/2024 

before Executive Magistrate, 

Jagadhri. 

I, Subash S/o Sukari R/o 

H.No.43, St. No. 1, Bhamian 

Khurd, Ludhiana, Punjab declare 

that I have changed my name 

from Subhash Chand to Subash. 

Concerned note. 

I, Jagdeep Singh Sangwan 

S/o Sh. Onkar Singh, R/o H.No. 

262, Sector-1, Huda, Shahabad 

(M.),  Distt. Kurukshetra, do 

hereby solemnly affirm and 

declare that I have changed my 

name Jagdeep Singh Sangwan to 

Jagdeep Sangwan.   

I, Rajinder Kumar S/o Sunil 

Kumar R/o house number 2627/4, 

sodagran mohalla, near shiv 

mandir, Thanesar, Kurukshetra, 

Haryana have changed my name 

from Rajinder Kumar to Rajender 

Kumar. 

I, Sanjay Garg S/o Lachi 

Ram, R/o House No. 3319, Sector 

23-D, Chandigarh have changed 

my minor son name from Ishaan 

to Ishaan Garg. 

I, Sanjana D/o  Sanjay Garg 

R/o House No. 3319, Sector 23-

D, Chandigarh have changed my 

name from Sanjana to Sanjana 

Garg. 

I, Sanjay S/o Lachi Ram, R/o 

House No. 3319, Sector 23-D, 

Chandigarh have changed my 

name from Sanjay to Sanjay 

Garg. 

I, Arti  W/o  Sanjay Garg R/o 

House No. 3319, Sector 23-D, 

Chandigarh have changed my 

name from Arti to Arti Garg. 

I, Harishankar Sahani S/o 

Bansi , House No.303, Dhanas, 

Chandigarh have changed my 

name from Shanker to 

Harishankar Sahani. 

I, Jitin Kumar S/o Sh. 

Chander Shekhar , R/o House No. 

3240, Sector 27-D, Chandigarh 

have changed my minor daughter 

name from Priyasha to Priyasha 

Singla. 

I, Durgesh Suresh Ingle 

Father of  Rigved Ingle R/o #2766, 

Sector 47-C, Chandigarh have 

changed my Child name from 

Rigved Ingle to Rugved Durgesh 

Ingle vide Affidavit Dated 09-07-

2024 before Notary, Distt. Court  

Chandigarh. 

I, Kavita Gupta w/o Sh. 

Aryan Gupta R/o 89, Sector 11, 

Huda, Panipat declare that Kavita 

Rani and Kavita Gupta both are 

my names. I will be known by the 

name of Kavita Gupta in future. To 

be known, note all the related. 

I, Madan Lal Son of Shri 

Gopal Dass resident of Gopal 

Dass and Sons, Sanoli Road, 

Near Old Chandni Bagh Police 

Station Panipat-132103, state that 

I have changed my name from 

Madan Lal to Madan Lal Grover. 

I, Nirmala Devi Wife of Shri 

Madan Lal Grover resident of 

Gopal Dass and Sons, Sanoli 

Road, Near Old Chandni Bagh 

Police Station Panipat-132103, 

state that I have changed my 

name from Nirmala Devi to 

Nirmala Grover. 

I, Parmeet Kumar S/o 

Ishwar Dayal R/o 11, Village 

Marupur, the then Tehsil Jagadhri, 

now Tehsil Radaur, Distt. Yamuna 

Nagar have changed my name 

from Parmeet Kumar to Navneet 

Kumar. 

I, Shabudin S/o Nathu Khan 

R/o Village Golni, Hangoli (459), 

PO Hangoli, Distt. Yamuna Nagar 

have changed my minor son’s 

name from Rihan Khan to Rihan. 

I, Swagatika Nayak W/O 

Sanjay Kumar Nayak R/O C-

2098, Ranjit Avenue, Amritsar 

have changed my name from 

Swagatika Nayak to Swagatika 

Mohanty. All concerned please 

note. 

I, Jasbir Kaur W/o Ram 

Singh R/o Village Chak Khela PO 

Bhunga Tehsil & Distt. Hoshiarpur 

Punjab have changed my name 

from Jasbir Kaur to Jasvir Kaur. 

Concerned note. 

I, Rohitashwa Mishra S/o 

Jagdamba Prashad Mishra R/o 

#115, Tapsya Bhawan, Utraula, 

Gas Godown, Vishnupur, 

Dharampur, Balrampur (Uttar 

Pradesh) have changed my minor 

daughter name from Mishka 

Mishra to Shivansi Mishra. 

I, Rajani Devi W/o Suresh 

Kumar R/o 85A/19, Mayur Vihar 

Gali no. 25,Gohana Road, 

Sonipat 131001(Hr.) have 

changed my name to Rajni Devi 

for all purposes. 

I, Satish S/o Inder R/o # 

2013, Dadu Majra Colony, Sector 

38 (Wes) Chandigarh have 

changed my name to Satish 

Kumar. 

I, Vaneet Suri S/o Vijay 

Kumar Suri R/o #1102, Sector-10, 

Panchkula (Haryana) have 

changed my name from Vaneet 

Suri to Vaneet. 

I, Sunita Suri W/o Vaneet 

Suri R/o #1102, Sector-10, 

Panchkula (Haryana) have 

changed my name from Sunita 

Suri to Sunita. 

I, Amit Kumar s/o Pawan 

Kumar #427, Maryana Patti, 

Jatwar, Ambala, Haryana 

declared that I have changed my 

name from Amit Kumar to Amit 

Kumar Sharma. Please Note. 

I, K Krishna Veni Mother of 

Soma Sekhar Reddy K R/o #407-

A, Sector 47-A Chandigarh have 

changed my name from K Krishna 

Veni to Kondamarri 

Krishnavenamma vide Affidavit 

Dated 15-07-2024 before Notary, 

Distt. Court  Chandigarh. 

I, K Krishna Reddy Father of 

Soma Sekhar Reddy K R/o #407-

A, Sector 47-A Chandigarh have 

changed my name from K Krishna 

Reddy to Kondamarri 

Krishnareddy vide Affidavit Dated 

15-07-2024 before Notary, Distt. 

Court Chandigarh. 

I, G Jalaja Spouse of Soma 

Sekhar Reddy K R/o #407-A, 

Sector 47-A Chandigarh have 

changed my name from G Jalaja 

to Gelasam Jalaja vide Affidavit 

Dated 13-07-2024 before Notary, 

Distt. Court  Chandigarh. 

I, Mukesh Kumar  Father of 

Vasu Dev R/o #460, Sector 31-A, 

Chandigarh have changed my 

Son name from Vasu Dev to 

Vasudev vide Affidavit Dated 15-

07-2024 before Notary, Distt. 

Court  Chandigarh. 

I, Bhaibjot Singh S/o 

Rajinder Singh, # 477, Near PNB, 

Maloya, Chandigarh have 

changed my name to Pabhjot 

Singh. 

I, Mamidi Bhudevi, W/o 

Gopal, # 935, Deep Complex, 

Hallo Majra, Chandigarh have 

changed my name to Bhudevi. 

I, Ashish Shukla Father of 

Vartika R/o #1020, Phase -10, 

Sector 64, SAS Nagar Mohali 

have changed my Daughter name 

from Vartika to Vartika Shukla vide 

Affidavit Dated 15-07-2024 before 

Notary, Distt. Court  Chandigarh. 

I, JC-278815X Ex Sub (Hony 

Capt) Sanjey Kumar S/o Shri Hari 

Mitter R/o Vill. Sanyal PO Harse 

Mansar Tehsil Mukerian Distt. 

Hoshiarpur Punjab have changed 

my name from Sanjey Kumar to 

Sanjay Kumar. 

I, No. 15369550Y Ex Nk 

Narinder Kumar S/o Shri Karam 

Chand R/o Vill. Pandori, PO 

Lamin, Tehsil Dasuya Distt. 

Hoshiarpur Punjab have changed 

the name of my daughter from 

Samli to Shamli Thakur and her 

date of birth from 20-09-1996 to 

02-08-1996.  

I, Yash Pal Saluja S/o Sh. 

Krishan Lal Saluja R/o 541/28, 

Dayal Colony, Distt. Panipat 

declares that I have Changed my 

name from Yash Pal Saluja, 

Yashpal to Yash Saluja, For all 

future purposes. 

I, Ankeeta Ramphal D/o 

Ramphal W/o Yogesh R/o H.No.1, 

Brahmanvas Mahrana, PO Dahar, 

Distt. Panipat declares that I have 

Changed my name after my 

marriage from Ankeeta Ramphal 

to Ankeeta, For all future 

purposes. 

I, Sangeeta W/o Vinit Bhalla 

R/o 494 A- Block, Ranjit Avenue 

Near Gurudwara Chevi 

Pathshahi, Amritsar, Punjab- 

143001 have changed my name 

from Sangeeta to Sangeeta 

Bhalla. 

I, K D Upadhyay S/O Ram 

Bahadur R/O Flat No. 12a, First 

Floor, Galaxy Apartments, MS 

Enclave 2, Dhakoli, SAS Nagar, 

Punjab Have Changed My Name 

To Kishan Dulare. 

I, Sheela Devi W/o late 

RamBir no.9088805 R/o 

Mahawati Tehsil Samalkha District 

Panipat Halfia state that in my 

husband's army record (JAK LI 

Record office pin-911097 c/o 56 

APO) my son's name is recorded 

as Preetam Deswal which is 

wrong. My son's correct name is 

Pritam Deswal, this should be 

corrected.  

I, Nirmal Rani W/o Ramesh 

Chand R/o H. No. 1605 2nd Floor 

Urban Estate-II, Hisar, Distt. Hisar, 

Haryana declare that I have 

changed my name from Nirmal 

Rani to Nirmal Mehta for future 

purpose.  

I, Satish Mittal S/o Tara 

Chand Mittal R/o Ganeshi Lal 

Cotton Industries, Daroli Road, 

Near Railway Crossing, Mandi 

Adampur, Hisar, Haryana declare 

that I have changed my name 

form Satish Mittal to Satish Kumar 

for future purpose.  

I, Ramji Lal Juneja S/o Sh. 

Kanhaiya Lal R/o H. No. 382/12, 

Jind Road, Multan Nagar, Hansi, 

Distt.  Hisar, Haryana declare that 

I have changed my name form 

Ramji Lal Juneja to Ramji Lal for 

future purpose.  

I, Niyati Jindal D/o Pawan 

Jindal R/o House No. 115, Sector 

16-17, Hisar, Haryana declare that 

I have changed my name from 

Niyiti to Niyati Jindal for future 

purpose.  

I, Narender Kumar S/o Risal 

Singh Bamber R/o H.No. 957, 

VPO Mohana, Sonipat, Haryana 

have changed my name to 

Narender Kumar Bamber for all 

future purposes.  

I, Prashant Kumar Gupta 

S/o Anil Kumar Gupta R/o 2414/3 

Ranital Nahan Distt. Sirmour 

Himachal Pardesh have changed 

my minor daughter name from 

Yashaswani to Yashaswani 

Gupta. 

I, Army No. 2894110Y Hav. 

Om Parkash S/o Sh. Moman Ram 

R/o Village Karamgarh, Tehsil 

Narwana, Distt. Jind, declare that 

in my service documents my son's 

name has been mentioned 

Sourav which is wrong. His actual 

name is Sourabh which is to be 

amended. 

I, No. 4486839Y Rank Hav 

Name Surjit Singh Presently 

Residing at 3 Sikh Li C/o 56 APO, 

Ambala Cantt.have changed my 

Daughter (Gurleen Kaur) DOB 

from 05.08.2018 To 08.05.2018. 

I, No. 4486839Y Rank Hav 

Name Surjit Singh Presently 

Residing at 3 Sikh Li C/o 56 APO, 

Ambala Cantt.have changed my 

Mother (Kulwant Kaur) DOB from 

25.06.1963 To 01.01.1953. 

I, Ajay Sachdeva S/o Tek 

Chand R/o H.No.E- 38, Tdi City 

near toll plaza G.T road Panipat 

declare that I have changed my 

name from Ajay Sachdeva to Ajay 

Kumar. In future I should be 

known as Ajay Kumar. 

I, Amarjit Singh S/o Balkar 

Singh R/o Siana Khurd  tehsil 

Pehowa Kurukshetra, Have 

Changed My Given Name Amarjit 

Surname Singh 

I, Charanjeet Singh S/o 

Jagtar Singh Vpo Arnauli tehsil 

guhla Kaithal, Have Changed My 

Given Name Charanjeet Surname 

Singh 

I, Santosh Devi W/o 

Ramkaran Vill.Sarsa, Pehowa, 

Kurukshetra have Changed My 

Name Santosh 

I, Jasbir W/o Gurmeet Singh 

R/o Fouji Plat, Pehowa, 

Kurukshetra have changed my 

Given name Jasbir Surname 

Kaur. 

I, Bala W/o Pawan Kumar 

Vill.Malikpur, Pehowa, 

Kurukshetra have Changed My 

Name Bala Devi 

I, Rajni W/o Shubham, Vpo 

Seonsar Tehsil Pehowa 

(Kurukshetra) have changed my 

name  Rajni Bala. 

I, Mohammad Aslam S/o 

Abdul Shakoor R/o Near Karbala, 

Green Avenue, Malerkotla (R), 

Malerkotla, Punjab-148023 have 

changed my name to Aslam 

Khan. 

I, Ashutosh Rustagi S/o Sh. 

Jai Parkash R/o Gali Kanda Wali, 

Noharia Bazar, Sirsa (Haryana). 

That I have changed my name 

from Ashutosh to Ashutosh 

Rustagi , in future my name is to 

be called as Ashutosh Rustagi. 

I,  Paramjeet kaur w/o 

Balwinder singh r/o vpo ajaibwali 

tehsil & distt amritsar have 

Change of name from  Paramjeet 

kaur to paramjit kaur 

I, Reetu  W/o Pardeep 

Kumar  R/o.296, Tilak Nagar, 

Amritsar have Changed my  name 

from Reetu Sharma to Reetu. 

I, Paramjeet W/o Jasbir 

Singh R/o Karnal Road, Arman 

Colony, Fatehpur, Tehsil Pundri, 

Distt. Kaithal (Haryana) declares 

that I have changed my name 

from Paramjeet Kaur to 

Paramjeet. In future, I will be 

known by the name of Paramjeet. 

All concerned please note. 

I, Suman Devi W/o Pardeep 

Kumar R/o 268, Najdik Rajput 

Choupal, Teontha, Distt. Kaithal 

(Haryana) declares that in the 

10th Class DMC of my son 

Bhanupartap Singh my name is 

written as Suman but my correct 

name is Suman Devi which is 

written in all my other documents. 

All concerned please note.  

I, Vanshika Sikri D/o 

Mukesh Sikri R/o H.No.1194, 

Sector 14, Sonipat, Haryana have 

changed my name from Vanshika 

to Vanshika Sikri for all future 

purposes.  

I, Monu Jain D/O Sh. Abhay 

Kumar Jain  R/O Preet Sagar 

Colony, Gali No 2, Gandhi Villa, 

Near Dera Sacha Sauda, Sirsa 

Have Changed My Minor Son's 

Name From Veer Abhay Gautam 

Verma To Veer Gandhi. 

Concerned Note. 

I, Kaushalya Devi W/O Om 

Parkash R/O Village Sakra Distt. 

Kaithal I Have Changed My 

Name Koshalya. 

I, Sonia W/O Jarnail Singh 

R/O Barna Distt Kurukshetra 

Have Changed My Name To 

Soniya. 

I, Mitali Devi W/O Vishal 

R/O Village Kathwala Distt. 

Yamunanagar  I Have Changed 

My Name Mitali Devi To Mita. 

I, Heera Masih S/o Surti 

Masih R/o Village Tibri PO Pull 

Tibri Distt Gurdaspur (Punjab) 

have changed my minor son 

name from Suleman to Suleman 

Mattu. In future Suleman is his 

given name and Mattu is his 

Surname. Concerned note. 

I, Immanuel S/o Heera 

Masih R/o Village Tibri PO Pull 

Tibri Distt Gurdaspur (Punjab) 

have changed my name from 

Immanuel to Immanuel Mattu. In 

future Immanuel is my given 

name and Mattu is my Surname. 

Concerned note. 

I, Parmjit Kaur W/o Prabhjot 

Singh VPO Sangatpura Tehsil 

Ajnala Distt Amritsar declare that 

I have changed my name from 

Parmjit Kaur to Paramjit Kaur. 

Concerned note. 

I, Minni Bansal W/o 

Narinder Singla, 425, Vikas 

Nagar, Sector 1 B, Mandi 

Gobindgarh, have changed name 

to Minni Singla.  

I, Narinder Kumar S/o Hari 

Ram, 425, Vikas Nagar, Sector 1 

B, Mandi Gobindgarh, have 

changed name to Narinder Singla 

I, Mahandar Kumar Gupta 

S/o Kundan Lal Gupta, 299, New 

Shastri Nagar, Sector 5 B, Mandi 

Gobindgarh, have changed name 

to Mahendra Kumar Gupta.  

I, Vijay Kumar S/o Hem Raj 

R/o Village Nangal Khurd PO 

Tahliwal Tehsil Haroli Distt. Una 

(HP),  have changed minor 

daughter name from Prisha to 

Prisha Rani Choudhary. 

I, Vijay Kumar S/o Hem Raj 

R/o Village Nangal Khurd PO 

Tahliwal Tehsil Haroli Distt. Una 

(HP),  have changed minor son 

name from Mitansh to Mitansh 

Kumar Choudhary. 

I Gurmit Kaur Parhar W/o 

SL-2563 Y  Maj Pritam Singh 

Ghuman (Retd) R/o # 113, T6 

Savitry Towers  Sector 91 SAS 

Nagar (Punjab), 160055 have  

changed my name from Gurmit 

Kaur Parhar to Gurmit Kaur 

Ghuman. 

I, Prakash Chand S/o Amin 

Chand R/o Vill. Achalpur, PO. 

Bhawanipur, Tehsil Garhshankar, 

(Hoshiarpur) have changed my 

name to Parkash Chand. 

I, Hitherto Known As 

Omparkash Alias Omparkash 

Jangra S/O Mansha Ram R/O 

H.No. 802/10, Are Wali Gali, 

Mohan Nagar, Thanesar, 

Kurukshetra, Haryana- 136118 

Have Changed My Name And 

Shall Hereafter Be Known As 

Omparkash Jangra. 

I, Hitherto Known As Dimple 

Alias Sangeeta Rani W/O 

Narender Kumar R/O Morthala 

(107), Dudhla, Thanesar, 

Kurukshetra, Haryana-136156, 

Have Changed My Name And 

Shall Hereafter Be Known As 

Sangeeta Rani. 

I, Nirmal Kaur W/o 

sh.Richhapal Singh S/o sh.pritam 

Singh R/o GH—4/345, Meera 

Apartments Paschim vihar West 

Delhi 110063. Declare that I have 

changed my daughter name Purvi 

Chauhan to Sehajpreet Kaur for 

all future purposes. 

I, Kamal S/o Jang Bahadur 

R/o Dhani Raipur (17), Hisar, 

Haryana 125044 declare that the 

name of my father and my mother 

has been wrongly written as Jang 

Bhadur and Kavita in my 10th 

Class educational documents. 

The actual name of my father and 

mother are Jang Bahadur and 

Kavita Rani respectively, which 

may be amended accordingly. 

I Kailash Sofat W/O Sh. 

Nand Kishore Marwaha R/O # 

204, Phase 3B1, Mohali Have 

Changed My Name From Kailash 

Sofat To Kailash Marwaha 

I Inform Kuldeep Singh Son 

Of Gurjant Singh Village Chhajla 

District Sangrur That Yes My 

Minor Son Prabjot Singh Has 

Changed His Name To Prabhjot 

Singh 

I Kushla Kondal W/O Wali 

Singh Kondal R/O Flat No- 501 B, 

Ghs- 111, Sector- 20 Panchkula, 

Haryana, Have Changed My 

Name From Kushla Kondal To 

Kushla Devi. 

I, Narinder Singh S/O 

Baljinder Singh R/O Near Ro, Vill. 

Killi Nihal Singhwali, Po Bhisiana, 

Distt. Bathinda Have Changed My 

Name To Narinder Singh Sidhu 

Brar. 

I Hitherto Known As 

Maninderpal Kaur Mann W/O 

Lakha Singh Residing At Ghagga, 

Teh. Gidderbaha Dist. Sri Muktsar 

Sahib Pin Code 152101 Have 

Changed My Name And Shall 

Hereafter Be Known As 

Maninderpal Kaur. It Is Certified 

That I Have Complied With Other 

Legal Requirements In This  

Connection . 

I, Ex No-14331244-K, Rank-

Nk, Name- Ram Lubhaya, 

Residence Of # 374, Vill- Kathera, 

Po-Partap Nagar, Tehsil- Nangal, 

District-Rupnagar, State - Punjab 

Declare That I Want To Amend My 

Name In My Army Records Ram 

Labhaya To Ram Lubhaya 

I Hitherto Known As Navjot 

Singh Mann S/O Lakha Singh 

Residing At Ghagga, Teh. 

Gidderbaha Dist. Sri Muktsar 

Sahib Pin Code 152101 Have 

Changed My Name And Shall 

Hereafter Be Known As Navjot 

Singh. It Is Certified That I Have 

Complied With Other Legal 

Requirements In This Connection. 

I Hitherto Known As Lakha 

Singh Mann S/O Kaka Singh 

Residing At Ghagga, Teh. 

Gidderbaha Dist. Sri Muktsar 

Sahib Pin Code 152101 Have 

Changed My Name And Shall 

Hereafter Be Known As Lakha 

Singh. It Is Certified That I Have 

Complied With Other Legal 

Requirements In This  

Connection. 

I, Hitherto Known As Salim 

Akhtar S/O Gurmail Singh 

Resident Of Village Khunan 

Khurd, Teh Gidderbaha, Dist Sri 

Muktsar Sahib, Punjab 152031 

Do Hereby Solemnly Affirm And 

Declare That I Have Embraced 

Sikh Religion And Renounced 

Muslim With Effect From 

22/7/2023. It Is Certified That I 

Have Complied With Other Legal 

Requirements In This Connection. 

I, Hitherto Known As Salim 

Akhtar S/O Gurmail Singh 

Resident Of Village Khunan 

Khurd, Teh Gidderbaha, Dist Sri 

Muktsar Sahib, Punjab 152031 

Have Changed My Name And 

Shell Hereafter Be Known As 

Gurpreet Singh. It Is Certified 

That I Have Complied With Other 

Legal Requirements In This 

Connection. 

I Rajeev Kumar S/O Yogesh 

Kumar Garg R/O 2005, Shri 

Nagar Colony, Jagadhri Tehsil 

Jagadhri Distt Yamuna Nagar 

Have From Rajeev Kumar Garg 

To Rajiv Kumar Garg 

I, Deepti Parashar D/O Sh. 

Giri Raj Kishore Parashar  R/O  

Flat No. 833, Tower 8, South City 

Apartment, Vip Road, Zirakpur 

Distt. SAS Nagar, Mohali Have 

Changed My Name From Deepti 

Anup Sharma To Deepti 

Parashar. Deepti Parashar And 

Deepti Anup Sharma Both Names 

Are Mine & One And The Same 

Person. 

I Simmi Kansal W/O 

Abhishek Kansal R/O H No. 16/A, 

Mohalla No. 9, Jalandhar Cantt I, 

Have Changed My Name From 

Simmi Garg To Simmi Kansal 

After Marriage. 

I Siccku, W/o Manoj Kumar, 

R/o Krishna Colony, Tehsil and 

District Jind, Declare that I have 

changed my name from Sikku to 

Siccku. In future, I should be 

known and recognized by the 

name Siccku only. 

I Balwinder Kaur W/O 

Wassan Singh R/O Village 

Udhoke Kalan Tehsil Baba Bakala 

Distt Amritsar Declare That In 

Codice Fiscal Documents My 

Daughter Manjit Kaur  Date Of 

Birth Is  Wrongly Mentioned As 

10.10.1982. Her Correct Date Of 

Birth Is 10.10.1981 

I Km Lalasa W/O 

Ramashray Prasad R/O #12/28, 

Kathgarh, Dhakauli Sub Tehsil 

Zirakpur, Tehsil Derabassi Distt 

Mohali Declare That In My Son 

Aryan Kumar School Record My 

Name Is Wrongly Recorded As 

Lalsha Devi. My Correct Name Is 

Km Lalasa. 

I No.15348764f, Nk Gurinder 

Singh R/O Village Loharanwala 

Tehsil Baba Bakala Distt Amritsar, 

Unit -236 Engineers Regt Declare 

That In My Army Record My 

Mother Name Is Wrongly 

Recorded As  Kuldeep Kaur & 

Dob As 28.3.1964. Her Correct 

Name Is Kuldip Kaur And Dob Is 

01.01.1951 

I, Phulpati Wd/o No. 

2648762 Late GDR Dharam Pal 

R/o H.No. 1769/30, Kamla Nagar, 

Near Old Jhajjar Chungi, Rohtak - 

124001 (Haryana) declare that my 

name Phulwati and my DOB 

01.07.1944 are wrongly 

mentioned in my late husband 

Army record. But my correct & 

actual name is Phulpati and my 

correct DOB is 01.01.1940. vide 

affidavit dated 15.07.2024 before 

Notary Public Rohtak. 

I, Shashi Bala W/o No. JC- 

4027748-P Ex Sub/Hony Sub Maj 

Ram Niwas Hooda R/o H.No. 

1769/30, Kamla Nagar, Near Old 

Jhajjar Chungi, Rohtak - 124001 

(Haryana) declare that my name 

Sashibala is wrongly mentioned in 

my husband Army record. But my 

correct & actual name is Shashi 

Bala. vide affidavit dated 

15.07.2024 before Notary Public 

Rohtak. 

I, Balwinder Singh Alias 

Harwinder Singh S/o Amar Singh 

R/o Village Jawalapur Urf Ulatpur, 

Block Bhunerheri, Tehsil & Distt. 

Patiala (Punjab) declare that both 

above names are mine and of one 

same person. 

I, Manjit Kaur, Mother of No. 

15503270P Rank: LD Name: 

Gurpreet Singh Unit: HQ SQN 98 

Armed BDE C/o 56 APO Resident 

of Village Bhatiwal Kalan, Tehsil 

Bhawanigarh, Distt. Sangrur, Pin-

148026, have changed my Name 

from Manjeet Kaur to Manjit Kaur 

and Date of Birth from 01-02-1969 

to 19-12-1953. 

I Mahant Keshav Dass S/o 

Mahant Sh. Ganga Dass R/o 129, 

Shri Baba Lal Dyal Mandir 

Dilbagh Nagar Jalandhar have 

changed my name from Keshav 

Dass to Mahant Keshav Dass. 

I, Jaswant S/o Rattan Kumar 

R/o H.no  3127/1,Ward No. 21, 

Patel Nagar, Sonipat have 

changed my Son's name from 

Paryansh  to Paryansh Sabharwal 

for all future purposes . 

I, Rajni Arora W/O Vikram 

Arora R/O 795/8 Salara Mohalla, 

Rohtak, Haryana have changed 

my name Rajni to Rajni Arora for 

all future purposes. 

I, Army No. 16114343Y 

Rank NK Name Harka Bahadur 

Chhetri of Unit 03 Engr Regt. C/o 

56 APO, PIN-914003 Yol Cantt 

have changed my Mother name 

from Harka Maya Chhetri to Harka 

Maya Chettri & Date of birth 

01.07.1967 to 12.10.1970 Vide 

Affidavit Dated 15 July 2024 

before at Notary Ferozepur. 

I, Army No. 16114343Y 

Rank NK Name Harka Bahadur 

Chhetri of Unit 03 Engr Regt. C/o 

56 APO, PIN-914003 Yol Cantt 

have changed my Mother name 

from Harka Maya Chettri to Harka 

Maya Chhetri & Date of birth 

01.07.1967 to 12.10.1970 Vide 

Affidavit Dated 15 July 2024 

before at Notary Ferozepur. 

I, Army No. 16114343Y 

Rank NK Name Harka BDR 

Chhetri of Unit 03 Engr Regt. C/o 

56 APO, PIN-914003, Yol Cantt, 

have changed my name from 

Harka BDR Chhetri to Harka 

Bahadur Chhetri Vide Affidavit 

Dated 15 July 2024 before at 

Notary Ferozepur. 

I, J Satyavathi is mother of 

Army No. 15320807P Rank CHM 

Venkateswara Rao Jonnala of unit 

5 Engr Regt c/o 56 APO, have 

changed my name from J 

Satyavathi to Jonnala Satyavathi 

& date of birth from 01.07.1960 to 

01.01.1966 Vide Affidavit Dated 

15 July 2024 before at Notary 

Ferozepur. 

I, Marla Suseela is wife of 

No. 2617503L HAV, Karagi 

Srinivasu Unit of 28 Madras C/O 

56 APO Ferozepur Cantt, 

Resident of H.No.1-99, Main 

Street, Sirimamidi 

Sompetamandalam. 

Yerramukkam, Sompeta 

Srikakulam, (Andhra Pradesh) Pin 

532263, have changed my name 

from Marla Suseela to Karagi 

Suseela Vide Affidavit Dated 15 

July 2024 before at Notary 

Ferozepur. 

I, 2608808K Rank Hav 

Name Ningappa Patil Unit of 28 

Madras C/O 56 APO Ferozepur 

Cantt, Resident of Village 

Zunjawad (KN), Post Bekwad, 

Teh. Khanapur, Distt. Belgaum 

Karnataka, Pin 591120 have 

changed my Son's Name in all 

documents From Shubham N 

Patil to Shubham Ningappa Patil 

Vide Affidavit Dated 15 July 2024 

before at Notary Ferozepur. 

I, Abdulla Hel Safi S/o Imrun 

Hossain, Resident of Village Uttar 

Ghoshpara , Post office Muradpur 

Arji, Tehsil Domkal Distt 

Murshidabad State West Bengal 

have change my name from 

Abdulla Hel Safi to Abdul Lahil Safi 

Vide Affidavit Dated 15 July 2024 

before at Notary Ferozepur. 

I, JC-443172W, Rank 

NB/SUB, Name Palakolanu 

Madhava Reddy Unit of 28 

Madras C/O 56 APO, Resident of 

Thokala Palli Village and Post 

Porumamilla Mandal, Distt. 

Cuddapah. (Andhra Pradesh) 

Pin-516505 have changed my 

Daughter Name in all documents 

From Palakolanu Manjula to 

Palakolanu Vyshnavi Vide 

Affidavit Dated 15 July 2024 

before at Notary Ferozepur. 

Hereafter, my daughter will be 

known by the name of Palakolanu 

Vyshnavi for all purpose. 

I, Ravanamma is Spouse of 

No. JC-443172W, Rank NB/SUB, 

Name Palakolanu Madhava 

Reddy Unit of 28 Madras C/O 56 

APO, Resident of Thokala Palli 

Village and Post Porumamilla 

Mandal, Distt. Cuddapah, 

(Andhra Pradesh) Pin-516505, 

have changed my name from 

Ravanamma to Palakolanu 

Ravanamma Vide Affidavit Dated 

15 July 2024 before at Notary 

Ferozepur. Hereafter, my name 

will be Palakolanu Ravanamma 

for all purpose. 

I, Niraj Devi is legally 

wedded spouse of Dharmender 

Singh resident of Vill. Kalba, 

Po.Nangal Nunia, Distt. 

Mahendergarh (HR)-123023 

have changed my name from 

Niraj Devi to Neeraj Devi vide 

Affidavit dated 15 July 2024 

before Executive Magistrate 

Jalandhar, (PB). 

I, Shimla Devi is legally 

wedded spouse of Brij Bhan 

Singh resident of Atalpuri Sec 1, 

Village Hariharpur, Po. Nilmatha, 

Distt. Lucknow, State- (UP) PIN- 

226002 have changed my name 

from Shimla Devi to Shimla Singh 

vide Affidavit dated 15 July 2024 

before Executive Magistrate 

Jalandhar, (PB). 

I, Basanta Devi legally 

wedded spouse of Om Prakash 

Singh resident of upar ki guar, 

Malaton Kiber, Po. Todgarh, Distt. 

Ajmer (Raj)-305924 have 

changed my date of birth from 

08-01-1982 to 30-06-1982 vide 

Affidavit dated 15 July 2024 

before Executive Magistrate 

Jalandhar, (PB). 

I, Baljinder Kaur W/o 

Sharanvir Singh R/o VPO. Kang 

Kalan, Tehsil Shahkot, Distt. 

Jalandhar have changed my 

minor daughter name from 

Dilreet Kaur to Kaur Dilreet 

(Surname as Kaur). 

I, Kulwant Singh S/o 

Mukhtiar Singh R/o Dr. Ambedkar 

Nagar Dhadday, Teh. Phagwara, 

Distt. Kapurthala, Punjab, India, 

have changed my name Kulwant 

as given name and Singh as 

Surname. 

I, Laxmibai is mother of No 

15757209H Sigman Vhargal 

Mohan Vasant, serving in unit 1 

EW BN C/o 56 APO have change 

my name from Laxmibai to 

Laxmibai Vasant Vhargal. 

I, Piyari W/o Sodhi Ram R/o 

Village Pandori  Rajputta, 

Kangniwal, Distt. Jalandhar-

144032, Punjab have changed 

my name from Piyari to Ram 

Piyari. 

I, Yuvraj S/o Mangu Ram 

R/o VPO. Talhan, Distt. 

Jalandhar-144101, Punjab have 

changed my name from Yuvraj to 

Yuvraj Chahal. 

I, Sapna W/o Manoj Kumar 

R/o Village Bambianwal, PO. 

Kukar Pind, Distt. Jalandhar have 

changed my name from Sapna to 

Sapna Kumari. 

ਮ� ਿਦਲਬਾਗ ਿਸੰਘ ਪੁੱਤਰ ਸ਼ੰਕਰ ਿਸੰਘ 

ਵਾਸੀ ਿਪੰਡ ਮੇਹਟਾਂ ਤਿਹਸੀਲ ਫਗਵਾੜਾ 

ਿਜਲ� ਾ ਕਪੂਰਥਲਾ ਨੇ ਆਪਣਾ ਨਾਂਅ 

ਿਦਲਬਾਗ ਿਸੰਘ ਤ% ਬਦਲ ਕੇ ਕੁਲਿਵੰਦਰ 

ਿਸੰਘ ਮੇਹਟ ਰੱਖ ਿਲਆ ਹੈ। 

I Rekha Rani W/O Pankaj 

Rai Arora R/O Vpo. Kotha Guru 

Distt. Bathinda Have Changed 

My Name To Rekha Rani Arora. 

I Sarab Jit Kaur W/O Karam 

Singh R/O Vill. Burj Thror Distt. 

Bathinda Have Changed My 

Name To Sarabjeet Kaur. 

I Harjinder Singh Panju S/O 

Darshan Singh R/O Bhagta Distt. 

Bathinda Have Changed My 

Name To Harjinder Singh. 

I Nilam W/O Rajinder Pal 

R/O H.No.8377 Ward No.6 

St.No.0 Near Baba Balak Nath 

Mandir New Subhash Nagar 

Ludhiana Have Changed My 

Name To Neelam. 

I Neha W/O Rishi Verma 

R/O H.No.393/E-7/466 Street 

No.01 Heera Nagar Kakowal 

Road Basti Jodhewal Ludhiana 

Have Changed My Name To 

Neha Verma. 

I Sarabjit Singh Marjara 

S/O Babu Singh R/O Near Khosa 

Road Vpo. Dune Ke Distt. Moga 

Have Changed My Name To 

Sarabjit Singh. 

I Balwinder Singh S/O 

Gurpal Singh R/O Vpo. 

Channuwala Distt. Moga Punjab 

142038 Have Changed My Name 

To Balwinder Singh Brar. 

I Jugraj Singh S/O Mejar 

Singh R/O Ward No.11, Mudki 

(Ferozepur) Have Changed My 

Name From Jugraj Singh To 

Jagraj Singh. 

I Damanjit Singh S/O 

Manminder Singh R/O Vill. 

Achharwal P.O. Kharar 

Achharwal Tehsil Garhshankar 

District Hoshiarpur Punjab Have 

Changed My Name To Damanjit 

Singh Gill. 
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The world's oceans, vast
and mysterious, are
crucial to the health of

our planet. They regulate the
climate, produce half of the
oxygen we breathe, and sup-
port a rich tapestry of life that
is vital to global biodiversity.
Marine ecosystems are
incredibly diverse, hosting
countless species, many of
which remain undiscovered.
Protecting this biodiversity is
not just an ethical obligation
but a practical necessity.
Healthy marine ecosystems
provide essential services,
such as carbon sequestra-
tion, which helps mitigate cli-
mate change. 
They also support fisheries
that millions of people rely on
for food and livelihoods. Yet,
the high seas—the areas of the
ocean that lie beyond nation-
al jurisdictions—remain
largely unprotected and poor-
ly managed. The significance
of the Biodiversity Beyond
National Jurisdiction (BBNJ)
Agreement comes into the
picture here. BBNJ is an
international treaty under the
United Nations Convention
on the Law of the Sea (UNC-
LOS). The Biodiversity
Beyond National Jurisdiction
(BBNJ) Agreement, also

known as the High Seas
Treaty, is a significant interna-
tional treaty aimed at the
conservation and sustainable
use of marine biodiversity in
areas beyond national juris-
diction. Areas beyond nation-
al jurisdiction cover approx-
imately two-thirds of the
ocean's surface and 95% of its
volume. 
These regions offer invaluable
benefits to humanity, includ-
ing ecological, economic,
social, cultural, scientific, and
food security advantages.
However, they are vulnerable
to significant threats such as
pollution, overexploitation,
and the escalating impacts of
climate change. The anticipat-
ed rise in human demand for
marine resources in the com-
ing decades—for food, min-
erals, and biotechnology—
poses a risk of worsening
these issues. These areas cover
nearly half of the Earth's sur-

face, yet they lack comprehen-
sive legal frameworks to reg-
ulate human activities, leaving
them vulnerable to overfish-
ing, habitat destruction, pol-
lution, and the impacts of cli-
mate change. The BBNJ
Agreement aims to ensure
marine biological diversity
conservation and sustainable
use in areas beyond national
jurisdiction. 
One of the most commend-
able aspects of the BBNJ
Agreement is its emphasis on
equity. The agreement recog-
nises the differing capacities
of developed and developing
nations in managing marine
resources. It includes provi-
sions for capacity-building
and the trans fer of marine
technology, helping to level
the playing field and enable all
nations to participate effec-
tively in ocean governance.
This is vital for ensuring that
the benefits of marine
resources are shared fairly. 
The BBNJ Agreement repre-
sents a vision of global stew-
ardship where nations come
together to protect the shared
heritage of our oceans. It
establishes mechanisms for
creating marine protected
areas (MPAs), conducting
environmental impact assess-

ments (EIAs), and sharing
marine genetic resources
(MGRs) and associated ben-
efits equitably. This holistic
approach ensures that conser-
vation efforts are globally
coordinated, scientifically
informed, and inclusive of all
stakeholders. It is a testa-
ment to the power of multi-
lateralism in addressing glob-
al challenges. While the BBNJ
Agreement is a significant
step forward, it faces consid-
erable challenges. Ensuring
compliance and enforcement
in the vast and remote high
seas areas will be complex.
Effective implementation will
require robust monitoring
systems, international col-
laboration, and sufficient
funding. Moreover, the agree-
ment must harmonise with
existing regional and sectoral
bodies to avoid conflicts and
duplication of efforts. An
international agreement like
the BBNJ Agreement, where
countries work together for a
common goal, is a beacon of
hope for resurrecting our
planet from the hardships
caused by human activities. 

(The writer is an adjunct
faculty at the National

Institute of Advanced
Studies; views are personal)
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Court held Indira Gandhi guilty for her
electoral malpractices.  The Allahabad
High Court delivered its judgment on June
12, 1975.   The adverse judgment against
Indira Gandhi threatened her position as
Prime Minister.  Top national leaders
Jayaprakash Narayan, Morarji
Desai,Vajpayee, and many others were
arrested when Indira Gandhi had the pre-
monition that her power and position
would be in peril. The justification given
for imposition of emergency was ‘the inter-
nal disturbance’.  Vajpayee did not indulge
in electoral malpractices for facing a situ-
ation of the kind Indira Gandhi faced.  He
never hankered after power.  Power came
in search of him.   The thought of Raut that
Vajpayee would have imposed emergency
if he had faced similar situation makes a
laughing stock. What is wrong if Modi calls
the day of emergency as the day of mur-
der of the Constitution? 

K V Seetharamaiah| Bengaluru
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Madam —I want to express my deep con-
cern and disappointment over the recent

removal of the Mahatma Gandhi statue in
Doomdooma, Assam. The abrupt decision
to dismantle this statue, which stood as a
symbol of peace and unity at Gandhi
Chowk, has understandably sparked wide-
spread outrage among the community, par-
ticularly student leaders and local civil soci-
ety. 
The statue's removal not only disrespects
the legacy of Mahatma Gandhi but also
undermines the values of non-violence and
harmony that he tirelessly promoted. Such
actions can have far-reaching negative
impacts on our society, eroding the respect
for historical figures who played pivotal
roles in shaping our nation. I urge the
authorities to reconsider their decision and
engage in a dialogue with the communi-
ty to address their concerns. Restoring the
statue or finding a more inclusive solution
will help in maintaining social harmony
and respecting the sentiments of the peo-
ple.

Masood Ahmad | Barabanki

����������������
Madam — It is ridiculous that the central
institutions are being pulled in for series
of alleged discrepancies in the entrance
exams one after other.After NEET exam
paper leaks,now its time for UPSC exam.
Probationary IAS officer Puja Khedkar's
issue in Pune, is now on the limelight to
raise many doubts regarding the UPSC and
its selection process which is lenient
towards IAS officers daughters and sons.It
seems that the rules were bent in favor of
her due to the  political influence of her
father and the impact of nepotism while
clearing her medical examination certifi-
cate under OBC, PwBD quota ,which was
accepted despite it was done by the private
hospital with an excuse of COVID-19 and
posting.
It is highly doubtful that she passed the
exam under OBC category by  misusing
the law and fooled the interview board
regarding her credentials which is not sup-
posed to fall under OBC, PwBD quota  as
her asset worth is 22 crore.Her attitude, lav-
ish life and pomposity on her probation
period was unethical and disrespect to such
highest post in the government. Perhaps,
its just because of such candidates the hon-
est and deserving get deprived of a chance
to serve the society and nation building.
It raises a red flag whether rules were mis-
used in the past as well under the guise of
obtaining OBC certificate by showing dis-
ability by the candidates who have had
political affiliation and support. One
hopes for fair and proper investigation of
this matter to wipe out the rot in the sys-
tem.

Janga Bahadur Sunuwar| Jalpaiguri
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Madam — Shiv Sena (UBT) leader and MP
Sanjay Raut now says that Atal Bihari
Vajpayee would have imposed emergency
in a similar situation.   Had Vajpayee told
Raut that he would have imposed emer-
gency if he had faced a situation of the kind
Indira Gandhi faced?   The situation was
created by Indira Gandhi herself.   Justice
Jagmohan Lal Sinha of Allahabad High
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cross over yet again, it was the
unparalleled heroics of the
13th Jak Rifbattalion, atop the
unforgiving heights of the
Kargil War that galvanised
the nation. 
Two combatants from the tra-
ditional Duggar catchment
areas of Palampur and Bilaspur
were to send shivers down the
spine of the enemy with their
regimental war cries of “Durga
Mata ki Jai” as they retook
Point 5140. Captain Vikram
Batra was to immortalise the
moment with his “Yeh dil
mange more” spirit and
Rifleman (later Subedar
Major) Sanjay Kumar would
fight to defend their land just
as their forefathers did, for
aeons. 
Both won Param Vir Chakra.
Even the peace-time equiva-
lent of gallantry, Ashok
Chakra, was bestowed on 2/Lt
(later Maj Gen) Cyrus
Pithwalla of 17thJak Rif, to be
the only ‘General’ officer with
the highest gallantry award.It
is from this deep fount of dis-
tinguished soldiering, that the
30th Chief of Indian Army
Staff, General Upendra
Dwivedi, takes over the reigns.
Commissioned in the 18th Rif
battalion, he is the first Army
Chief from the decorated
Regiment. 
Understandably, people in the
Duggar land (especially those
from the Jak Rif fraternity) are
justifiably proud. As 97 years

‘young’, Major General
Goverdhan Singh Jamwal (the
only General who was com-
missioned by Commander-
in-Chief of J&K State Forces,
Maharaja Hari Singh) extend-
ed congratulations and recalled
the countless regimental sac-
rifices that, “made the State as
crown of newly independent
India”. 
Today, General Dwivedi
assumes the responsibility that
his regimental forefathers held
with much aplomb, elan and
professional acumen that befits
their motto, Prashata Ranvirta
or Valour in battle is
Praiseworthy!
The General assumes the man-
tle time in most challenging
times, but as the Military tru-
ism goes, “The harder the
conflict, the greater the tri-
umph”. With the Indian Army,
he takes over the most disci-
plined, combat-hardened, and
restrained institution of the
nation – much like his own
regimental ethos. 
Regrettably, such a selfless
attitude in a selfish world can
often lead to being ‘taken for
granted’ or lead to institution-
al diminishments.
Transmitting that ‘voice’ for
redressal to the powers-that-be
will be his foremost challenge.
To his singular credit, he has
tenanted the most sensitive
posts e.g., Army Commander
of the Northern Command
that dealt with dual nemesis

i.e., China and Pakistan simul-
taneously, amongst other oper-
ational and staff posts. This
makes him a worthy leader. 
In a movingly reassuring optic
that is so typical of the Indian
Army and its inimitable ways,
the good General took bless-
ings of his family elders, laid a
wreath for those who went
down fighting at the National
War Memorial and then
exchanged greetings with reli-
gious leaders of all faiths and
denominations. Much like the
multi-religious and multi-
castiest denomination of the
Duggar land and the combat-
ants-in-arms from his beloved
JaK Rif who could be a Sikh
like Honorary Captain Sundar
Singh (Ashok Chakra), Parsi
like Maj Gen Pithwala (Ashok
Chakra) or even the martyr
from his battalion i.e. 18thJak
Rif, Rifleman Arif Khan
Pathan, who laid down his life
on Indo-Pak Line-of-Control
(LoC). Jak Rif ’s pride is the
nation’s pride. As regimental
patriarch, Maj Gen Goverdhan
Singh Jamwal dotingly noted,
“General Upendra Dwivedi is
the product of this great
Regiment of General Zorawar
Singh. You can expect results”. 

(The writer, a military veter-
an, is a former Lt Governor

of Andaman & Nicobar
Islands and Puducherry. The
views expressed are personal)
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Ancient Duggar region
(land of warrior-
Dogras spanning
J&K, Himachal
Pradesh, and parts of

Punjab) has given maximum
sacrifice and earned the highest
number of gallantry awards in the
annals of the Indian Armed
Forces. Geographically, they have
been the first line of defence
against all invading forces. The
noble land birthed the likes of
King Porus, and the warrior sans
pareil, General Zorawar Singh.
Unbeknownst to many, the leg-
endary Zorawar’s audacious con-
quests included regions that are
now in Pakistan and China like
Gilgit-Baltistan, Skardu, Hunza,
to even large swathes of Tibet. 
With such martial traditions, it is
the only region in the country that
populates not one but four fiery
regiments of the Indian Army i.e.,
Jammu & Kashmir Rifles, Dogra
Regiment, Jammu & Kashmir
Light Infantry and Punjab
Regiment, besides other arms,
and services. But the Jammu &
Kashmir Rifles or Jak Rif, has a
hallowed place in history and
imagination as a proud and direct
legatee of those Zorawar’s dare-
devilry traditions. The only ‘State
Force’ of the Princely Dogra
Kingdom to be fully amalgamat-
ed in the Indian Army, they
remain the quintessential
‘Gentlemen Soldiers’ owing to
pedigree, immense dignity, and
professional restraint in person-
al conduct, but unmatched feroc-
ity in battle. In 1947 the ‘Saviour
of Kashmir’, Brigadier Rajendra
Singh Jamwal, MVC, and his
band of 300 indefatigable warriors
held off Pakistani tribals for cru-
cial three days to allow the con-
fabulations and the landing of
Indian troops in Srinagar. 
The Maharaja and Commander
of J&K State forces had ordered,
“Brigadier Rajender Singh is
commanded to hold the enemy at
Uri at all costs and to the last man”
– he did so by paying the “ulti-
mate sacrifice” himself. In anoth-
er theatre, Brig Sher Jung Thapa,
MVC, of the J&K State Forces
earned the title of “Hero of
Skardu”. Even the first Param Vir
Chakra of India, Maj Somnath
Sharma, was from the
Duggarregion. Decades later,
when the enemy attempted to
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Movies have evolved far
beyond mere enter-
tainment; they now

play a significant role in glob-
al politics and cultural rela-
tions. Through creative expres-
sions, films harness the ecosys-
tem comprising key stake-
holders to nurture and devel-
op soft power dynamics and
geopolitical equations. In the
realm of geopolitics, movies
are more than art; they are
potent tools used by countries
to showcase their soft power
and expand their influence
worldwide. 
Through their film industries,
nations share stories that res-
onate globally, reflecting their
identities and serving as diplo-
matic instruments. Films offer
profound insights into the
societal dynamics of different
countries, profound

y impacting international rela-
tions.Today, we live in a mul-
tipolar world where power
dynamics are fluid, and vari-
ous stakeholders, perceptions,
ideologies, strategies, networks,
interfaces, and interactions
play a critical role. 
The challenge we face today is
assembling a complex jigsaw
puzzle, where every piece of
this puzzle has a vital role to
play. Geographical boundaries
have blurred exponentially,
thanks to globalisation,

enhancing communication
and ushering in a new era
where technology plays a piv-
otal role in shaping these inter-
actions. 
The emergence of the new
players can be attributed to the
concept of Soft Power dynam-
ics. This idea, coined by Joseph
S. Nye, describes the ability to
attract and persuade through
culture, political ideals, and
policies. In this context, cine-
ma has become an essential
component of Soft Power.
Cinema, as a medium and
platform, acts as a catalyst to
position soft power dynamics,
decoding perceptions, per-
spectives and geopolitical
stances globally. The portray-
al on the big screen infuses
fresh thinking into the policy
debate dynamics, global issues
and management of ideas in a

global framework, bound by
multipolarity and instant com-
munication. 
Many films in the past have
mirrored multidimensional
dynamics and impact on dif-
ferent ecosystems, nations and
individuals. Cinema and for-
eign policy interface reinforces
the global appeal of a concept,
or idea leading to a dynamic
framework for cultural diplo-
macy. Cinema as a medium
has added a new tool to the
dynamics of bilateralism, the
use of creative tools in the por-
trayal of a new point of view,
ideology and intervention
along with better cultural
understanding.
Cinema has emerged as a
vehicle of Collaboration,
Cooperation, Cohesion,
Coordination, and
Convergence — the 5Cs of cin-

ema. On the global front, cin-
ema breaks barriers, over-
comes obstacles, and thrives
on the creativity of both old
and new players. 
It no longer caters solely to
Western or Eurocentric narra-
tives but embraces a diverse
global perspective, which plays
a crucial role in shaping cine-
ma perceptions and adding a
soft touch to global power
dynamics. The importance of
cinema in geopolitics has

grown significantly over recent
years, with governments
increasingly funding film pro-
jects that reflect their nation-
al interests and cultural her-
itage. Many countries use their
film industries as a powerful
tool for soft power to shape
their global impression. 
The impact of movies is great-
ly amplified by their global
presence, thanks to the rise of
streaming services that have
revolutionised film distribu-
tion, making it easier for films
from smaller markets to reach
a worldwide audience.
Platforms such as Netflix,
Amazon Prime, and Hulu
have democratised access to
movies from various countries,
allowing filmmakers world-
wide to showcase their cultur-
al stories without relying on
traditional distribution. 

Cinema transcends power
structures by influencing pub-
lic opinion and shaping inter-
national policies through its
captivating narratives. Movies
serve as platforms for discus-
sions and political analysis,
sparking conversations that
can drive societal transfor-
mation. Filmmakers and
actors act as ambassadors with
significant sway, using their
works to facilitate cultural
exchange and international
conversations. Cinema has
become a platform for new
ideas and concepts, driving
integration through
International Film Festivals.
The role of cinema in today's
world is incredibly significant.
It serves as a diplomatic tool
and a compelling medium to
communicate ideas through
storytelling, influencing inter-

national relationships. Beyond
its audience, cinema has a
far-reaching impact on glob-
al leaders, policymakers, and
communities worldwide. It
acts as an envoy, spreading
messages of peace, empathy,
and solidarity through engag-
ing stories that mirror the
complexities of human life.
There is no doubt that cinema
now transcends entertainment
in contemporary society.
Nations are recognising the
power of cinema as a tool to
promote their agendas and
perspectives on the world
stage, underscoring its impor-
tance in diplomacy. 

(The writer is former addi-
tional DG, DFF and Festival

Director, IFFI; 
Inputs by Zoya Ahmad and
Vaishnavi Srinivasan. Views

are personal) 
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neighbouring states like Haryana
have demonstrated higher growth
rates at 5.9%. Punjabis positioned
10th with a score of 58.95 in the
Export Preparedness Index (EPI)
ranking 2023, whereas Haryana
holds the 5th position with a score
of 63.65. It raises concern that
Gujarat has the highest number of
8 districts among the top 25 districts
in terms of export share, followed
by Maharashtra with 5 districts,
Haryana with one, and Punjab
with none. 
Moreover, in terms of foreign direct
investments (FDI), Punjab ranks
12th, having attracted only 0.49% of
FDI. This is in stark contrast to
neighbouring Haryana, which ranks
sixth with FDI equity inflows
accounting for 4.17% of the total
inflows. The erosion of industry is
a pressing crisis in Punjab. Despite
efforts by successive governments to
attract investments, significant hur-
dles such as location disadvantage,
law and order and frequent protests
persist. One major issue is the
location disadvantage, as Punjab's
distance from seaports makes its
industrial operations non-compet-
itive in the global market. 
Two years ago, CM Bhagwant Maan
announced in the Vision Punjab
conclave of ASSOCHAM that
Punjab aims to become the first state
in the country to own wagons
(Punjab on wheels), offering a
potential solution to dilute the
freight burden. 
However, the success of this endeav-
our depends on the support from
both the central and state govern-
ments. Punjab is an exceptional hub
for textile yarn, bicycles, hosiery,
tractors, automobile components,
sports goods, engineering goods,
and leather. 
These industrial clusters possess
immense potential and can be fur-
ther strengthened. Ludhiana
proudly leads as the top producer
of blended yarn and hosiery, as well

as the second-largest producer of
polyester silk, fibre, and cotton
yarn. It dominates woollen knitwear
(95%) and hosiery (65%) exports,
showcasing its strength in the glob-
al market. While China holds a
dominant position with a 37%
share, India is positioned with a 5%
share in the global export market,
and there is huge potential for
expansion in export markets such
as the USA, UAE, UK, Germany,
France, and Australia.
Ludhiana also commands a remark-
able 92% of India’s total bicycle parts
production and 75% of bicycle
production, securing its position as
the leading exporter of bicycles from
India with an 80% share. While
India lags behind China in bicycle
exports, there is clear potential to
aggressively expand global exports
with untapped opportunities in the
US, European countries, and Africa
as burgeoning bicycle markets.
Jalandhar holds a solid 45% share
of the total production, with 75% of
the country’s sports goods being
exported from the city. 
Despite China's dominant posi-
tion as the largest exporter of sports
goods with a share of 42.2%, India's
current 0.56% share of global
exports signifies the untapped
potential for Punjab's growth, with
lucrative prospects in the USA, UK,
Brazil, Germany, Mexico, South
Africa, Colombia, and Argentina.
Punjab plays a pivotal role, hosting
one-third of total OEMs in the farm
equipment segment and serving as
the leading tractor manufacturer,
contributing one-third to India's
production. With a commanding
share in exports, Punjab stands tall
as the largest exporter. 
Despite India's current 2.2% share,
the potential for over 2 lakh tractors
to be exported in the next 3 years
to burgeoning markets such as
Brazil, Argentina, Turkey, SAARC,
and African nations is undeniable.
Wish List: Priority Focus on PLI:

The Production Linked Incentives
(PLI) scheme should be thorough-
ly re-evaluated to ensure it delivers
the intended impact on competitive-
ness and scale. Monitoring its
progress closely is critical. 
The slow progress of the PLI
scheme, especially in labour-inten-
sive sectors like textiles, automobiles,
and components, must be addressed
urgently. To achieve broader goals
such as enhancing exports, attract-
ing significant investments, and
generating employment, expanding
PLI to new sectors like bicycles and
sports goods is imperative to
encompass the maximum number
of MSMEs.Assertive GST
Rationalization: There is an urgent
need to rationalize the current GST
structure to eliminate the complex
hurdles created by multiple tax
slabs. Transitioning from the exist-
ing structure to a simplified two or
three-slab framework and provid-
ing exemptions for previously
exempted items such as farm imple-
ments is crucial to streamline the
system.
Critical Focus on Logistics Cost:
Competitive and efficient logistics
are the foundation for industrial
growth. Policy-backed support for
state-owned wagons in landlocked
border states like Punjab is essen-
tial to address the over-freight bur-
den and provide a level playing field
to manufacturing hubs.
Incentivizing labour-intensive and
export-oriented industries in the
upcoming budget is vital to driving
the country's economic growth and
employment generation.

(The Author is Vice-Chairman of
Sonalika ITL Group, Vice-

Chairman(Cabinet minister rank)
of the Punjab Economic Policy and

Planning Board, Chairman of
ASSOCHAM Northern Region

Development Council and
President of Tractor and

Mechanization Association. Views
expressed are personal)

The NDA-3 government is gearing
up to present its first budget on
July 23. This budget carries high
expectations as it is anticipated to
outline a 5-year economic agen-

da and is expected to deliver substantially
to meet the demands of stakeholders and
states seeking assistance. Discussions are
underway regarding the reinstatement of
special status for states like Bihar and
Andhra Pradesh, with demands from Janata
Dal (United) and Telugu Desam Party
(TDP) in exchange for their support for the
BJP-led National Democratic Alliance gov-
ernment. Andhra Pradesh's CM, N.
Chandrababu Naidu, has demanded Rs one
trillion to support the state's industrial and
infrastructure development. The demand
for special category status for Bihar and
Andhra Pradesh poses the crucial question
of why a similar approach should not be
adopted to accelerate and expand the
industrial growth of Punjab, a landlocked
border state. This expectation arises at a crit-
ical time when the state is experiencing a sig-
nificant divergence in its industrial activi-
ties due to stagnant growth and reduced
exports. These circumstances demand new
measures to catapult the state to greater
heights. In the mid-nineties, neighbouring
hill states like Himachal Pradesh reaped the
benefits of a central special industrial pack-
age, while Punjab faced significant setbacks
as many major players expanded and shift-
ed their operations to the hilly states. 
The geographical disadvantage of being dis-
tant from seaports has led to certain invest-
ment disadvantages and stagnant growth in
the industrial sector. Today, Punjab demands
a level playing field to compete on an equal
footing, as its key manufacturing industries
have the potential to become an 'Engine of
Growth.' Punjab inherited a fragile indus-
trial base at the time of India's partition in
1947, which was further eroded with the cre-
ation of Haryana in 1966. The 1980s and
1990s were tumultuous due to terrorism and
social unrest, impacting industrial growth
in the region. Currently, Punjab only
accounts for 5% of industrial units in the
country, with a 3.6% Compound Annual
Growth Rate (CAGR) in the industrial sec-
tor over the last five fiscal years. In contrast,
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Donald Trump has said he is “supposed
to be dead” after the assassination
attempt on him at a campaign rally in

Pennsylvania, calling the incident a “surreal
experience.”
In one of his first interviews since the incident,
the 78-year-old former president told conser-
vative US media that he felt that he had been
saved “by luck or by God”.
“I’m not supposed to be here, I’m supposed
to be dead,” the former US president said,
speaking to the New York Post while en route

to Milwaukee for the Republican National
Convention starting on Monday which will
nominate him as the party’s candidate for the
November 5 presidential election.
“The most incredible thing was that I hap-
pened to not only turn [my head] but to turn
at the exact right time and in just the right
amount,” he said, adding that the bullet that
grazed his ear could have easily killed him.
“I’m supposed to be dead, I’m not supposed
to be here,” he said. He called the entire inci-
dent a “surreal experience.”
A spectator was killed in the attack, while two
other people were seriously injured.  The 20-

year-old gu nman, who also died, has been
named as Thomas Matthew Crooks.
Trump wore a white bandage that covered his
right ear but his aides did not allow any pho-
tographs to be taken, said the Post.
“The doctor at the hospital said he never saw
anything like this, he called it a miracle,”
Trump added. “By luck or by God, many peo-
ple are saying it’s by God I’m still here.”  
Trump also addressed the photos of him rais-
ing his fist and saying “Fight!” as he had blood
on his face.
“A lot of people say it’s the most iconic photo
they’ve ever seen,” Trump said. “They’re

right and I didn’t die. Usually, you have to die
to have an iconic picture.”  
Trump told the paper he wanted to keep
speaking following the shooting but the
Secret Service insisted he go to the hospital.
“I just wanted to keep speaking, but I just got
shot,” he said. Trump also said he appreciat-
ed the call he received from President Joe
Biden, also expected to be his rival in the elec-
tion, according to the Post, calling it “fine” and
“very nice.”
The paper reported that Trump suggested the
campaign between him and Biden, a
Democrat, could be more civil from now on.
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Donald Trump’s campaign
chiefs designed the con-

vention opening this week to
feature a softer and more opti-
mistic message, focusing on
themes that would help a divi-
sive leader expand his appeal
among moderate voters and
people of colour.
Then came a shooting that rat-
tled the foundation of
American politics.
Suddenly, the Democrats’ tur-
moil after the debate, the GOP’s
potential governing agenda
and even Trump’s criminal
convictions became secondary
to fears about political violence
and the country’s stability. The
presumptive Republican nom-
inee and his allies will face the
nation during their four-day
convention in Milwaukee
unquestionably united and
ready to “fight”, as the blood-
ied Trump cried out Saturday
while Secret Service agents at
his Pennsylvania rally rushed
him to safety.
Anger and anxiety are coursing
through the party, even as
many top Republicans call for
calm and a lowering of ten-
sions. 
Sen. Tim Scott of South
Carolina, known for his sunny
and optimistic vision of
Republican politics, suggested
online the attempted assassina-
tion had been “aided and abet-
ted by the radical Left and cor-
porate media incessantly call-
ing Trump a threat to democ-
racy, fascists, or worse”.
Republican House Speaker
Mike Johnson, another likely
convention speaker, offered a

more somber tone during a
Sunday appearance on NBC.
“We’ve got to turn the temper-
ature down in this country,”
Johnson said. “We need lead-
ers of all parties, on both sides,
to call that out and make sure
that happens so that we can go
forward and maintain our free
society that we all are blessed
to have.”
There are no changes yet to the
convention programme
In an interview on Sunday,
Republican Party chairman
Michael Whatley said the con-
vention’s programming would-
n’t be changed after the shoot-
ing. The agenda, he said, will
feature more than 100 speakers
overwhelmingly focused on
kitchen table issues and

Trump’s plans to lift everyday
working Americans.
“We have to be able to lay out
a  vision  for  where we 
want to take this country,” he
said. 
Whatley said the central mes-
sage would have little to do
with President Joe Biden’s polit-
ical struggles, Trump’s griev-
ances about the 2020 election
or the ex-president’s promises
to exact retribution against
political enemies.
“We are going to have the con-
vention that we have been
planning for the last 18
months,” he said. “We are a
combination of relieved and
grateful that the president is
going to be here and is going to
accept the nomination.”

Beyond voting to formally give
Trump the nomination, elect-
ed delegates from across the
nation will update the GOP’s
policy platform for the first
time since 2016. The scaled-
down platform proposal —
just 16 pages with limited
specifics on key issues, includ-
ing abortion — reflects a desire
by the Trump campaign to
avoid giving Democrats more
material on a key campaign
issue. 
The platform approved by a
committee last week doesn’t
include an explicit call for a
national abortion ban, two
years after the US Supreme
Court overturned Roe v. Wade
and ended a federally guaran-
teed right to abortion. 

Many anti-abortion advocates
strongly opposed the Trump
campaign’s rewriting of the
platform. But after the shoot-
ing, at least one major religious
conservative said he wouldn’t
press to reverse the committee’s
decision.
“More divisiveness would not
be healthy,” said Tony Perkins,
president of the Family
Research Council. 
Perhaps most importantly,
Trump will use the convention
to unveil his choice for vice
president, which could come as
soon as Monday. Some
Republicans believe the pick
will take on more importance
than it would have otherwise
given the new threats to
Trump’s life. 
His top three contenders are
North Dakota Gov. Doug
Burgum, Ohio Sen. JD Vance
and Florida Sen. Marco Rubio,
all expected to speak this week. 
Despite a contentious primary
season, any lingering tensions
appear to have been set aside.
Former rivals Florida Gov. Ron
DeSantis and Nikki Haley, the
former United Nations ambas-
sador, are expected to speak at
the convention on Trump’s
behalf.
Veteran Republican pollster
Frank Luntz said the shooting
ensured the GOP is united
and motivated behind Trump,
a dynamic he said will be on
display all week in Wisconsin.
“Every single Trump support-
er will now be a Trump voter,”
Luntz said. “The average
Trump voter is so angry at what
just happened. They were
angry before this, and now
they’re furious.”
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US President Joe Biden on
Sunday urged citizens to

unite in the hour of crisis
when a failed assassination bid
was made on his predecessor
Donald Trump and said it was
time to “cool down” political
rhetoric in the country.
In a prime-time national
address from the Oval Office,
“I want to speak to you tonight
about the need for us to lower
the temperature in our politics
and to remember, while we
may disagree, we are not ene-
mies we are neighbours,
friends, coworkers, citizens,
and most importantly, we are
fellow Americans.”
Calling for national unity, he
said, “We must stand together”. 
“Yesterday’s shooting at Donald
Trump’s rally in Pennsylvania
calls on all of us to take a step
back, take stock of where we are
and how we go forward from
here,” he said.
The President spoke for the
third time in less than 24 hours
after Trump was shot at during
an election rally in
Pennsylvania.
Biden said the motive of the
shooter is not known yet. “We
don’t know his opinions or
affiliations. We don’t know
whether he had help or support
or if he communicated with
anyone else. Law enforcement
professionals, as I speak, are
investigating those questions.”
“A former president was shot
and an American citizen killed
for simply exercising his free-
dom to support the candidate
of his choosing. We cannot…
we must not go down this road
in America. We’ve travelled
before throughout our history.
Violence has never been the

answer,” he said.
“There is no place in America
for this kind of violence, for any
violence ever. Period. No
exceptions. We can’t allow this
violence to be normalised,” he
said.
Disagreement is inevitable in
American democracy, he
observed.
“Political rhetoric in this coun-
try has gotten very heated. It’s
time to cool it down. We all
have a responsibility to do
that,” the President said.
“It’s part of human nature that
politics must never be a little
battlefield, or God forbid, a
killing field. I believe politics
ought to be an arena for peace-
ful debate, to pursue justice and
to make decisions guided by
the Declaration of
Independence in our constitu-
tion,” he said.
“We stand for an America not
of extremism of fury, but of
decency and grace. All of us
now face atomic testing as the
election approaches. The high-
er the stakes, the more fervent

the passions become. This
place is an added burden on
each of us to ensure that no
matter how strong our convic-
tion was never descending into
violence,” he added.
In a passionate appeal to the
nation, Biden said, “Let’s
remember here in America, all
unity is the most elusive of gold
goals right now. Nothing is
more important for us now.
And standing together. We can
do this.”
“We must be an American
democracy. where arguments
are made in good faith.... where
the rule of law is respected and
where decency, dignity and
fair play aren’t just quaint
notions but living breathing
realities.” 
“We owe that to those who
come before us, those who
gave their life in this country
and we owe that to our-
selves…… Let’s remember we
are the United States of
America. There is nothing
beyond our capacity. When
we do it. Together,” Biden said. 
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The gunman who shot at for-
mer president Donald

Trump during an election rally
in Pennsylvania on Saturday
appears to have acted alone,
according to the FBI, which is
investigating it as a potential
“domestic terrorism” act.
The gunman has been identi-
fied as Thomas Matthew
Crooks (20).
“At this point in the investiga-
tion, it appears that he was a
lone actor, but we still have
more investigation to go,” said
Robert Wells, the executive
assistant director of the FBI’s
National Security Branch. 
The FBI, he said, is investigat-
ing this as an assassination
attempt,” and also as a “poten-
tial domestic terrorism act.”  
The counterterrorism division
and criminal divisions are
working jointly together to
determine the motive, he
added. The FBI is leading the
investigation into the assassina-
tion attempt of Trump at an
election rally in Pennsylvania. 
Trump was hit with a bullet
that pierced the upper part of
his right ear. He is now safe and
is continuing with his schedule
that includes travelling to
Milwaukee to attend the
Republican National
Convention, which would for-
mally nominate him as the
party’s presidential nominee

against incumbent Joe Biden.
“The shooter may be deceased,
but the investigation is very
much ongoing. And, because of
that, we are limited in what we
say at this point,” FBI Director
Christopher Wray said. 
“What we witnessed yesterday
was nothing short of an attack
on democracy and our demo-
cratic process,” he told reporters
at a news conference in
Washington DC.
According to an FBI official,
the investigation into the gun-
man at Donald Trump’s rally
Saturday has not yet turned up
any mental health issues,
threatening posts or other
motives, but cautioned it was
still early. The shooter, as per
FBI, used an AR-style rifle
chambered in 5.56mm, a com-
mon calibre for such weapons.
The New York Times said
authorities were scouring the
gunman’s social media and
other property as they sought
to determine a motive for the
attack.
Biden is likely to address the
nation at 8 pm from the Oval
Office. He will give “a forceful
and needed address to update
the nation on the horrifying
attack on Donald Trump and
the need for every American to
come together to not just con-
demn, but put to an end polit-
ical violence in this country
once and for all,” a campaign
official told the daily.
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China’s GDP dipped to 4.7
per cent in the second

quarter, the government said
on Monday, as the ruling
Communist Party began a key
meeting stated to be a defining
moment for President Xi
Jinping’s leadership to revive
the world’s second-largest
economy.
The four-day meeting called
the ‘Third Plenum’ is being
attended by 376 full and alter-
nate members of the
Communist Party of China
(CPC) Central Committee to
primarily examine issues relat-
ed to comprehensively deepen-
ing reforms and advancing
China’s modernisation to work
out a course correction for the
economy plagued by deepening
demographic crisis, sluggish

growth and mounting local
government debts.
Kicking off the meeting Xi 71,
who is also general secretary of
the party, delivered a work
report and expounded on a
draft decision of the CPC
Central Committee on further
comprehensively deepening
reform and advancing Chinese
modernisation, the official
media reported.
The meeting, however, began
here on a disappointing note
for the party leadership as the
National Bureau of Statistics
(NBS) announced the GDP
for the second quarter expand-
ed by 4.7 per cent well below
the 5.3 per cent annual pace of
growth in the first quarter of
the year.
The silver lining for the CPC,
which is searching for a new set
of reforms to shake off the post-

COVID lockdown blues, the
economy posted a five per
cent growth in the first half,
within the range of the official
growth target fixed for the
year.
“The current external environ-
ment is complicated, while
domestic demand remains
insufficient. We still need to
consolidate the foundation for
economic recovery,” the NBS
said on Monday.
While the third plenum of the
CPC was regarded as important
to set the reform agenda for the
next decade, the meeting was
seen as a defining moment for
Xi, who is into the unprecedent-
ed third five-year term as the
economy was unable to shake
off its slowdown mode result-
ing in a sense of unease about
the recovery in the near future.
Ahead of the meeting, Xi

presided over a host of meetings
to set the tone for the key
plenum and chart the direction
for the nation’s future reform
highlighting that “the further-
ing of reform must focus on
refining and developing the
system of socialism with
Chinese characteristics, and
advance modernisation of the
country’s governance system
and governance capacity”.
A readout of a key party meet-
ing presided over by Xi in
February said: “Reform mea-
sures need to be sharply
focused, targeting the most
pressing problems. Reform
efforts must be substantial and
impactful.”
The event could be the most
important “defining moment”
of President Xi Jinping’s rule
since a similar gathering in
2013 that set out his vision for

reforming the country, a polit-
ical researcher from Tsinghua
University, who requested
anonymity, told the Hong
Kong-based South China
Morning Post.
He said the watershed third
plenum would be used by the
party elite to review achieve-
ments under Xi’s leadership
and lay down plans to hit goals
set for 2035, “which will lay the
groundwork for the President’s
grand legacy of the great reju-
venation of the Chinese nation
by 2049”.
The plenum is also taking place
at a time when China, strug-
gling with various curbs and
sanctions from the US and the
EU, especially its high-tech
products, is trying to assure
both foreign business and the
private sector at home about the
country’s economic prospects to

attract investments.
Neil Thomas, a fellow for
Chinese politics at the Asia
Society Policy Institute’s Centre
for China Analysis, said Xi
would use the plenum to
advance his existing agenda
focused on party control, tech-
nological self-reliance, financial
de-risking, social welfare, and
supply-side industrial policy.
But the political challenges of
economic pessimism could lead
to some very modest ‘positive
surprises’, he told the Post.
The most intriguing new sig-
nals ahead of the plenum sug-
gest the possibility of more
pro-business policies in hi-tech
domains, although Xi does not
want to unleash entrepreneurs
and markets but rather harness
them to develop technology
and boost manufacturing, he
said.
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China and Russia’s naval
forces on Sunday kicked off

a joint exercise at a military
port in southern China on
Sunday, official news agency
Xinhua reported, days after
NATO allies called Beijing a
“decisive enabler” of the war in
Ukraine.
The Chinese defense ministry
said in a brief statement forces
from both sides recently
patrolled the western and
northern Pacific Ocean and
that the operation had nothing
to do with international and
regional situations and didn’t
target any third party.
The exercise, which began in

Guangdong province on
Sunday and is expected to last
until mid-July, aimed to
demonstrate the capabilities
of the navies in addressing
security threats and preserving
peace and stability globally
and regionally, state broad-
caster CCTV reported
Saturday, adding it would
include anti-missile exercises,
sea strikes and air defense.
Xinhua News Agency report-
ed the Chinese and Russian
naval forces carried out on-map
military simulation and tacti-
cal coordination exercises after
the opening ceremony in the
city of Zhanjiang. 
The joint drills came on the
heels of China’s latest tensions

with NATO allies last week. 
The sternly worded final com-
muniqué, approved by the 32
NATO members at their sum-
mit in Washington, made clear
that China is becoming a focus
of the military alliance, calling
Beijing a “decisive enabler” of
Russia’s war against Ukraine.
The European and North
American members and their
partners in the Indo-Pacific
increasingly see shared securi-
ty concerns coming from
Russia and its Asian support-
ers, especially China. 
In response, China accused
NATO of seeking security at
the expense of others and told
the alliance not to bring the
same “chaos” to Asia. Its foreign

ministry maintained that
China has a fair and objective
stance on the war in Ukraine. 
Last week, a US Coast Guard
cutter on routine patrol in the
Bering Sea also came across
several Chinese military ships
in international waters but
within the US exclusive eco-
nomic zone, American officials
said. Its crew detected three
vessels approximately 124 miles
(200 kilometers) north of the
Amchitka Pass in the Aleutian
Islands, which mark a separa-
tion and linkage between the
North Pacific and the Bering
Sea. Later, a fourth ship was
spotted approximately 84 miles
(135 kilometers) north of the
Amukta Pass. 
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Rescuers in Nepal have recovered a total of 11 bodies from the
river that two buses full of people were swept into by a land-

slide, officials said Monday.
Rescuers found the bodies in different spots along the riverbanks
as they searched for the missing buses and some 50 people who
were on board. 
Government administrator Khima Nanda Bhusal said seven bod-
ies were identified and relatives contacted. Three of the dead are
Indians and the remaining four are Nepali nationals.
He said four more bodies were also recovered from the river, but
because they haven’t been identified, it was unclear if they had
been on board the buses.  “We will continue the search as long
as it is needed and have no plans to give up. We will work until
all of them are found,” he said.
The buses were on the key highway connecting Nepal’s capital
to southern parts of the country when they were swept away
Friday morning near Simaltal, about 120 kilometers (75 miles)
west of Kathmandu. Three people were ejected from the buses
and were being treated in a nearby hospital.
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Jailed former prime minister Imran
Khan’s Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf on

Monday reacted sharply to the govern-
ment’s decision to ban the party, saying the
move came “out of desperation” and is a
“sign of panic” within the federal admin-
istration. The Pakistan government
announced that it would ban the Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) party for its alleged
involvement in anti-state activities and slap
cases against him and two of his senior
party colleagues for treason.
Khan, 71, faces over 200 cases, has been
convicted in a few of them, and is current-
ly lodged at the Adiala Jail in Rawalpindi.
“The federal government has decided to
ban PTI as a political party. Reasons cited
by the information minister are the cipher
case and the US Congressional Resolution
on electoral rigging and politically moti-
vated cases with no merit in sight. The
PML-N is shooting its own foot for these
reasons,” the PTI said in a statement.
The PML-N — Pakistan Muslim League-
Nawaz — is run by Khan’s arch rival Nawaz
Sharif and is a major coalition partner in
the ruling dispensation headed by his
younger brother Shehbaz Sharif.
“The PML-N is shooting its own foot for
these reasons because Khan has been
acquitted in a cipher case and the US con-
gressional resolution points out the ordeal
a political party has to face over the peri-
od of a few months,” the PTI statement
added.

Senior PTI leader Senator Ali Zafar told
Geo News that the federal government was
attempting to ban the party “out of desper-
ation” as the Supreme Court had ruled in
its favour in the reserved seats case and said
that his party would not allow the decision’s
implementation “even for a second” as it
is against the law of the land.
He was referring to the key judgment of
the Supreme Court last week that declared
that Khan’s PTI was eligible for the seats
reserved for women and minorities in the
national and four provincial assemblies.
If allotted thus, the PTI will become the
largest party in the National Assembly with
109 seats.
“The government doesn’t realise, the UN
resolution wasn’t a bilateral agreement but
an independent observation made by a

charter, Pakistan is a part of. Pakistan is a
signatory of the UN and therefore any
provocative comments could lead to
Pakistan losing its membership,” the party
added. The PTI statement also pointed out
that the Information Minister Attaullah
Tarar, who announced the government
decision at a press conference, ignored all
questions regarding the US and the UN
working group observations, “maybe
because he’s either unaware of its implica-
tions or just doesn’t have a clue.”
“And this is a sign of panic as they have
realised the courts can’t be threatened and
put under pressure. So they will try to
move under the cabinet,” it said, adding,
“Since no judge is willing to give in to
blackmail or pressure, I have been saying
for a while now we are under a soft mar-
tial law and this move only proves our
point further.” The party also issued a
longish statement on its X handle.
Khan has already claimed the February 8
general elections to have witnessed the
‘Mother of All Rigging’ and called his rivals
the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-
N) and Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) as
“mandate thieves.”
In the election, both PML-N and PPP indi-
vidually won fewer seats than 92 won by
independent candidates backed by Khan’s
PTI. The two parties entered into a post-
poll alliance under which the PML-N got
the prime minister’s post and the chief
ministership of Punjab province while the
PPP got the presidential post and the chief
ministership in Sindh province.
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KP Sharma Oli on Monday
was sworn in as Nepal’s

Prime Minister for the fourth
time to lead a new coalition
government that faces the
daunting challenge of provid-
ing political stability in the
Himalayan nation.
The leader of Nepal’s largest
communist party was appoint-
ed as prime minister on Sunday
by President Ram Chandra
Paudel to lead the coalition
government with the Nepali
Congress (NC), the largest
party in Parliament, apart from
other smaller parties.
Oli, 72, succeeds Pushpa Kamal
Dahal ‘Prachanda,’ who lost the
vote of confidence in the House
of Representatives (HoR) on
Friday, leading to the formation
of the new government.
Chairman of the Communist
Party of Nepal-Unified Marxist
Leninist (CPN-UML), Oli was
sworn in by President Paudel at
Shital Niwas, the main build-
ing of Rashtrapati Bhawan at a
ceremony that was delayed by
more than half an hour.
According to the news portal
MyRepublica, the swearing-in
ceremony was delayed due to
the failure of the Nepali
Congress to finalise the names

of its ministers to join the
government amid disputes
within the party.
The President also adminis-
tered oaths to the two Deputy
PMs – Prakash Man Singh
and Bishnu Paudel – and 19
other ministers. Singh would
also look after the Urban
Development Ministry while
Vishnu Prakash Paudel would
look after the Finance Ministry.
Arzoo Rana Deuba, wife of
Nepali Congress President Sher
Bahadur Deuba is the Foreign
Minister in the cabinet.
There are 10 cabinet ministers
from the Nepali Congress;

eight, excluding the Prime
Minister, from the CPN-UML,
two from the Janata Samajwadi
Party and one from the
Lokatantrik Samajwadi Party in
the government.
Outgoing Prime Minister
Prachanda was also present at
the ceremony, which was
attended by foreign diplomats
and other dignitaries.
Earlier on Sunday, President
Paudel had appointed Oli as the
new Prime Minister under
Article 76-2 of the Constitution
of Nepal, according to a notice
issued by the President’s Office.
On Friday night, Oli had staked

his claim to become the next
Prime Minister with the back-
ing of NC President Deuba and
submitted the signatures of
165 House of Representatives
(HoR) members — 77 from his
Communist Party of Nepal-
Unified Marxist Leninist
(CPN-UML) party and 88
from the Nepali Congress.
(NC).
Oli will now need to secure a
vote of confidence from
Parliament within 30 days of
appointment, which he is like-
ly to secure easily as the min-
imum number to form a gov-
ernment in the 275-strong
HoR is just 138.
Prachanda faced the vote of
confidence as earlier last week,
Oli’s party withdrew its support
to that coalition and inked a
new seven-point deal with
Deuba to form a new coalition
government. According to the
July 1 deal between NC and
CPN-UML, the two parties
will lead the government on a
rotational basis until the next
general elections scheduled for
2027.Oli served as Nepal’s
prime minister from October
11, 2015, to August 3, 2016 and
then, from February 5, 2018, to
July 13, 2021. He continued to
serve from May 13, 2021, to
July 13, 2021.
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The ruling Pakistan Muslim
League-Nawaz (PML-N)

party-led government on
Monday filed a review petition
in the Supreme Court against
its decision to allocate reserved
seats to jailed former prime
minister Imran Khan’s Pakistan
Tehreek-e-Insaf party.
A 13-member full court in a
key judgment on July 12 ruled
that the Pakistan Tehreek-e-
Insaf (PTI) was eligible for the
seats reserved for women and
minorities in the National
Assembly and provincial
assemblies.
The case gave a major boost to
PTI and its founder Khan while

the government criticised the
apex court and decided to chal-
lenge it.
Following the ruling, PTI will
become the largest party in the
National Assembly as its seats will
likely soar from 86 to 109, after
it gains 23 reserved seats,
Pakistani media reports said.  
In the review petition, the PML-
N stated the PTI had not request-
ed for specific seats while the
Sunni Ittehad Council (SIC),
which had filed the petition, was
a separate political entity.
It further contended that the
independent candidates have
already joined the Sunni
Ittehad Council and as per the
July 12 decision, the members
who were declared as part of

PTI have declared themselves
independent in the papers.
The PML-N in the review peti-
tion took the stand that the July
12 decision of the Supreme
Court regarding specific seats
is against the law asking inde-
pendent members to join a
political party within 15 days.
It has been argued in the peti-
tion that the Constitution and
law are clear that independent
candidates can join a political
party within three days.
It is also mentioned in the peti-
tion that the court did not hear
the arguments of the parties
while giving the decision in
favour of the PTI.
In this review appeal, it has
been requested that the

Supreme Court should review
the decision of the specific
seats and suspend the July 12
decision pending the decision
on the review application.
The latest development comes
as Information Minister Atta
Tarar dropped the bombshell
about banning the PTI, creat-
ing political uncertainty which
may further exacerbate the
economic situation of the
country. Tarar in the controver-
sial move announced the gov-
ernment will ban jailed former
prime minister Imran Khan’s
party for its alleged involve-
ment in anti-state activities
and slap cases against him and
two of his senior party col-
leagues for treason.
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An anti-terrorism court here
on Monday charged top

Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf leader
and former foreign minister
Shah Mahmood Qureshi in a
case involving the burning
down of a police station during
the May 9 violence last year.
Qureshi, 68, who was brought
to Kot Lakhpat jail here from
Adiala jail in Rawalpindi under
tight security, has several cases
related to May 9 violence,
including arson, filed against
him at the Shadman police sta-
tion, Geo News reported.
The court had summoned
Qureshi to initiate indictment
proceedings against him and
ordered him to present witness-
es in the next hearing sched-
uled for July 22.
The indictment of Qureshi
came hours before the Pakistan
government announced its
decision to ban Khan’s PTI for
its alleged involvement in anti-

state activities. 
The Lahore police had regis-
tered a case against several
leaders and activists of the PTI
on the charges of attacking and
burning down the Shadman
police station during the May
9 riots following the arrest of
former prime minister Imran
Khan by the Rangers in an
alleged corruption case.
Besides this case, multiple cases

related to the May 9 violence
have been lodged against
Qureshi in Lahore alone.
Qureshi has been in prison
since he and Khan, 71, were
sentenced by a Pakistani court
to 10 years in jail for violating
the Official Secrets Act by
making a diplomatic cable pub-
lic when the PTI founder was
in power.
Though the Islamabad High

Court (IHC) on June 3 acquit-
ted Khan and Qureshi in the
Cipher case, suspending their
10-year sentence, the two
remain in jail as they are named
in multiple cases in connection
with the May 9 violence across
Pakistan.
Qureshi was earlier this year
indicted in eight more cases
related to the May 9 violence.
The May 9 riots were triggered
across the country after 71-
year-old Khan was arrested by
the National Accountability
Bureau (NAB) in the 190-mil-
lion-pound corruption case.
He is currently facing over
200 cases and has been in jail
since August last year.
Hundreds of PTI workers and
senior leaders were put behind
bars for their involvement in
violence and attacks on military
installations, including the
Jinnah House, ISI building in
Faisalabad and General
Headquarters (GHQ) in
Rawalpindi, last year on May 9. 
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The spade-toothed whales are the
world’s rarest, with no live sightings

ever recorded. No one knows how many
there are, what they eat, or even where they
live in the vast expanse of the southern
Pacific Ocean. However, scientists in
New Zealand may have finally caught a
break. 
The country’s conservation agency said
Monday a creature that washed up on a
South Island beach this month is believed
to be a spade-toothed whale. The five-
meter-long creature, a type of beaked
whale, was identified after it washed ashore
on Otago beach from its color patterns and
the shape of its skull, beak and teeth
“We know very little, practically nothing”
about the creatures, Hannah Hendriks,
Marine Technical Advisor for the
Department of Conservation, told the
Associated Press. “This is going to lead to
some amazing science and world-first
information.”
If the cetacean is confirmed to be the elu-
sive spade-toothed whale, it would be the
first specimen found in a state that would

permit scientists to dissect it, allowing
them to map the relationship of the whale
to the few others of the species found, and
learn what it eats and perhaps lead to clues
about where they live. 
Only six other spade-toothed whales
have ever been pinpointed, and those
found intact on New Zealand’s North
Island beaches had been buried before
DNA testing could verify their identifica-
tion, Hendriks said, thwarting any chance
to study them.
This time, the beached whale was quick-
ly transported to cold storage and
researchers will work with local Maori iwi
(tribes) to plan how it will be examined,
the conservation agency said.
New Zealand’s Indigenous people consid-
er whales a taonga — a sacred treasure —
of cultural significance. In April, Pacific
Indigenous leaders signed a treaty recog-
nizing whales as “legal persons,” although
such a declaration is not reflected in the
laws of participating nations.
Nothing is currently known about the
whales’ habitat. The creatures deep-dive
for food and likely surface so rarely that
it has been impossible to narrow their loca-

tion further than the southern Pacific
Ocean, home to some of the world’s deep-
est ocean trenches, Hendriks said. “It’s very
hard to do research on marine mammals
if you don’t see them at sea,” she said. “It’s
a bit of a needle in a haystack. You don’t
know where to look.”
The conservation agency said the genet-
ic testing to confirm the whale’s identifi-
cation could take months.
It took “many years and a mammoth
amount of effort by researchers and local
people” to identify the “incredibly cryp-
tic” mammals, Kirsten Young, a senior lec-

turer at the University of Exeter who has
studied spade-toothed whales, said in
emailed remarks.
The fresh discovery “makes me wonder
— how many are out in the deep ocean
and how do they live?” Young said.
The first spade-toothed whale bones
were found in 1872 on New Zealand’s Pitt
Island. Another discovery was made at an
offshore island in the 1950s, and the bones
of a third were found on Chile’s Robinson
Crusoe Island in 1986. DNA sequencing
in 2002 proved that all three specimens
were of the same species — and that it was
one distinct from other beaked whales.
Researchers studying the mammal could-
n’t confirm if the species went extinct.
Then in 2010, two, whole, spade-toothed
whales, both dead, washed up on a New
Zealand beach. Firstly mistaken for one
of New Zealand’s 13 other more common
types of beaked whale, tissue samples —
taken after they were buried — revealed
them as the enigmatic species.
New Zealand is a whale-stranding hotspot,
with more than 5,000 episodes recorded
since 1840, according to the Department
of Conservation. 
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Struggling with manpower shortages, over-
whelming odds and uneven internation-

al assistance, Ukraine hopes to
find a strategic edge against Russia
in an abandoned warehouse or a
factory basement.
An ecosystem of laboratories in
hundreds of secret workshops is
leveraging innovation to create a
robot army that Ukraine hopes
will kill Russian troops and save
its own wounded soldiers and
civilians.
Defense startups across Ukraine
— about 250 according to indus-
try estimates — are creating the
killing machines at secret locations
that typically look like rural car
repair shops.
Employees at a startup run by
entrepreneur Andrii Denysenko
can put together an unmanned
ground vehicle called the Odyssey
in four days at a shed used by the
company. Its most important fea-
ture is the price tag: USD 35,000,
or roughly 10 per cent of the cost
of an imported model.
Denysenko asked that The
Associated Press not publish
details of the location to protect
the infrastructure and the people
working there.
The site is partitioned into small
rooms for welding and body
work. That includes making fiber-
glass cargo beds, spray-painting
the vehicles gun-green and fitting
basic electronics, battery-pow-
ered engines, off-the-shelf cam-
eras and thermal sensors.
The military is assessing dozens
of new unmanned air, ground and
marine vehicles produced by the
no-frills startup sector, whose
production methods are far
removed from giant Western
defense companies’.
A fourth branch of Ukraine’s mil-
itary — the Unmanned Systems
Forces — joined the army, navy
and air force in May.
Engineers take inspiration from
articles in defense magazines or
online videos to produce cut-price
platforms. Weapons or smart
components can be added later.
“We are fighting a huge country,
and they don’t have any resource

limits. We understand that we cannot spend
a lot of human lives,” said Denysenko, who
heads the defense startup UkrPrototyp.
“War is mathematics.”

One of its drones, the car-sized Odyssey, spun
on its axis and kicked up dust as it rumbled
forward in a cornfield in the north of the
country last month.
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I Kuljeet Kaur W/O 

Sukhdev Singh R/O Vill. Gidder 

Pindi P.O. Tanda District 

Hoshiarpur Punjab Have 

Changed My Name From Kuljeet 

Kaur To Kuljit Kaur. 

I Mohinder Singh S/O 

Sohan Singh R/O Vpo. Khadiala 

Sainian Distt. Hoshiarpur Punjab 

Have Changed My Name To 

Mahinder Singh. 

I Rashpal Jaswal S/O 

Hakumat Singh R/O Vpo. Bham 

Distt. Hoshiarpur Punjab Have 

Changed My Name From 

Rashpal Jaswal To Rashpal 

Singh. 

I, Akash Droch S/O 

Rajinder Kumar R/O Vpo. 

Piplanwala, District Hoshiarpur, 

Punjab Have Changed My Name 

To Akash Droch Kumar.  

I, Mansvi S/O Raj Kumar 

R/O House No-27, Street No-2 

Sunder Nagar, Mundian Kalan, 

Near Police Station, Ludhiana, 

Mundian Kai An, Punjab, 

141015. Have Changed My 

Name From Mansvi To Mansvi 

Kumar. 

I, Nityash Sharma S/O Ajay 

Sharma. R/O  H.No -125/4, 

Improvement Trust Colony 

Scheme No. 5 Jail Road 

Gurdaspur. Tehsil/Distt 

Gurdaspur, Punjab, India. 

Declare That My Given Name As 

Nityash And My Surname As 

Sharma. 

I, Rajani Sharma W/O Ajay 

Sharma. R/O H. No 125/4, 

Improvement Trust Colony 

Scheme No. 5 Jail Road 

Gurdaspur. Tehsil/Distt 

Gurdaspur, Punjab, India. Have 

Changed My Name From Rajani 

Sharma To Rajni Sharma. 

I, Balyod Singh S/O 

Harbhinder Singh. R/O Village 

Sahari, Po- Dhariwal, Gurdaspur, 

Punjab. Declare That My Son 

Name Sehjot Singh. My Son 

Given Name As Sehjot And My 

Son Surname As Singh. 

I, No 15613648Y Ex Gdsm 

Rajesh Kumar resident of Village 

Nangal Farida, PO. Taragarh, 

Tehsil and Distt Pathankot 

(Punjab) have changed  name  of 

my daughter from Avanshika to 

Avanshika Thakur vide Affidavit 

No. IN-PB35356053231961W 

Dated 15-07-2024 before 

Executive Magistrate Pathankot 

(Punjab). 

I, No 15613648Y Ex Gdsm 

Rajesh Kumar resident of Village 

Nangal Farida, PO. Taragarh, 

Tehsil and Distt Pathankot 

(Punjab) have changed  name  of 

my son from Prince to Prince 

Thakur vide Affidavit No. IN-

PB35356293497065W Dated 

15-07-2024 before Executive 

Magistrate Pathankot (Punjab). 

I  No.  JC 422820A  Ex  

Subedar  Jagdish Singh  son of  

Roshan Lal  resident of   VPO  

Katesara, Tehsil  Kalanaur,   

District  Rohtak (Haryana) have 

changed my  son  name in my 

Army  records from  Anil (existing 

name) to  Anil Kumar  (Proposed 

new name)  and also changed 

my daughter name  from Pooja 

(existing name) to Pooja Kumari 

(new name)  as per my children 

Aadhaar Card & Matric 

Certificate . In future  my children 

shall may be known/written and 

called as  Anil Kumar (son)  

Pooja Kumari (daughter) for all 

work purposes,  Vide  Affidavit 

dated  July 2024 before Ist Class 

Magistrate  Rohtak 

I Motian Devi Garha  w/o 

Shri Jasbir Singh  R/o # 133 

Sector  44-A Chandigarh have 

changed my name from Motian 

Devi  Garha to  Motian Devi. 

I Kusum Lata W/o Gurpal 

Singh R/o VPO Pasiala sub tehsil 

Saha distt. Ambala that in my son 

Ritik's class 10th DMC bearing 

roll no. 17100242 my name is 

wrongly mentioned as Kusam 

Lata but my actual name is 

Kusum Lata. Concerned note 

I, Madhuri spouse of 

No.2810074W Sep Aher Sandip 

Vitthal resident of Village- Vadali 

Bhoi, Post- Vadali Bhoi, Tehsil- 

Chandwad, District- Nashik, 

State- Maharashtra, Pin-423117, 

have changed my name from 

Madhuri to Madhuri Sandip Aher 

Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB35661249794076W dated 15 

July 2024 before notary public 

Pathankot 

I, Swapna Yadav spouse of 

No.JC-295628P NB/Sub Rakesh 

Kumar resident of Village- 

Devtriya, Post- Akebarpurkot, 

Tehsil- Aliganj, District- Etah, 

State- Uttar Pradesh, Pin-

207247, have changed my name 

from Swapna Yadav to Sawapna 

Devi Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB35031906541437W dated 12 

July 2024 before notary public 

Pathankot 

I, Seema Yadav spouse of 

No.15137539H Hav Viresh 

Kumar resident of Village- Gaon 

Ghadi Bainpur Baipur Ehtamali, 

Post- Sikandra, Tehsil- Sadar, 

District- Agra, State- U, P, Pin-

282007, have changed my name 

from Seema Yadav to Seema 

Devi Vide affidavit No.IN-

PB35136157685121W dated 13 

July 2024 before notary public 

Pathankot 

I, Sukhchain Singh S/o Hari 

Singh R/o Buian wala District 

Ferozepur, have changed my 

name to Sukhchain Singh Gill. 

I, Balbir Singh S/o Mohinder 

Singh R/o Vill: Fatehgarh Po. 

Lamin Teh-Dasuya (Hoshiarpur) 

have changed my name from 

Balbir Singh to Balvir Singh. 

I Shreya Malhotra D/O Sh 

Ajay Kumar R/O H.NO- B 15/295, 

Sunder Nagar Dhangu Pathankot 

Tehsil & District Pathankot Pin - 

145001 Have Changed My Name 

From Shreya To Shreya Malhotra. 

I, Jatinder Singh S/o Kuldip 

Singh R/o Vill: Jahanpur Teh-

Mukerian (Hoshiarpur) have 

changed my name from Jatinder 

Singh Koundal to Jatinder Singh. 

I, Rakesh Kumar S/o Deep 

Chand R/o Vill: Chahal Teh-

Balachaur (SBS Nagar) Pb, India, 

have changed my name from 

Rakesh Kumar to Rakesh. 

I Parkash Kaur W/o Maghar 

Singh R/o Bhadaur, Tehsil Tapa 

Distt. Barnala have changed my 

name to Parkas Kaur. 

I Balwinder Singh Sekhon 

S/o Ram Singh R/o Bhotna, Distt. 

Barnala have changed my name 

to Balwinder Singh. 

I Balwinder Singh S/o 

Gurdeep Singh R/o Bhadaur, 

Distt. Barnala have changed my 

name to Balvinder Singh. 

I Baljeet Singh S/o Sukhdev 

Singh R/o Talwandi, Distt. 

Barnala have changed my name 

to Baljit Singh. 

I Charn Kaur W/o Major 

Singh R/o Bhadaur, Distt. Barnala 

have changed my name to 

Charanjit Kaur. 

I, Gagandeep W/o Sanjeev 

Kumar R/o Mohalla Ravi Dass 

Nagar Nawanshahr, Distt. SBS 

Nagar have changed my name 

from Gagandeep to Gagandeep 

Gagandeep. 

I, Tamanna D/o Sushil 

Kumar, VPO Mullanpur 

Garibdass, Tehsil Kharar, Distt. 

S.A.S.Nagar (Mohali) have 

changed my name from Tamanna 

to Tamanna Jund. 

I, Surjit Kaur W/o Daljit 

Singh R/o Vpo. Aitiana 

(Ludhiana) have changed my 

name to Surinder Kaur. 

I, Anmoldeep Singh Sodhi 

S/o Gianinder Singh R/o 

Sodhiwala (Ferozepur) have 

changed my name to Anmol 

Deep Singh Sodhi. 

I, Preetkamal Kaur W/o 

Anmol Deep Singh R/o 

Sodhiwala (Ferozepur) have 

changed my name to Preet 

Kamal Kaur. 

I, Narayan Dutt Behal S/o 

Hargobind R/o Friend Enclave 

Near Firozpur Road Zira 

(Ferozepur) have changed my 

name to Narayan Dutt. 

I, Hargobind Behal S/o 

Kundan Lal R/o H.No. 16 Friend 

Enclave Zira (Ferozepur) have 

changed my name to Hargobind. 

I, Daljit Singh Sandhu S/o 

Gurbhej Singh R/o Malsian Kalan 

(Ferozepur) have changed my 

name from Daljit Singh Sandhu to 

Daljit Singh. 

I, Gurmeet Kaur Sandhu 

W/o Late: Gurbhej Singh Sandhu 

(D/o Hukam Singh) R/o Malsian 

Kalan (Ferozepur) have changed 

my name from Gurmeet Kaur 

Sandhu to Gurmeet Kaur. 

I Kulwinder Kaur Sandhu 

W/O Ajaypal Singh R/O Village 

Khara Tehsil & District Tarn Taran 

Have Changed My Name From 

Kulwinder Kaur Sandhu To  

Kulwinder Kaur. 

I, Mansi D/o Anil Kumar R/o 

House No. 262/27, Mohalla 

Inderpuri, Khanna {Ludhiana} 

changed my name to Mansi 

Garg.  

I, Damanpreet Singh 

S/Harjeet Singh HNO 745 Patel 

Nagar Malout Distt Sri Muktsar 

Sahib Have Change My Name 

Damanpreet Singh Pruthi. 

I, Rajesh Kumar Sharma 

S/o Ram Murti R/o W.No.1, Jagat 

Colony, Lalheri Road, Khanna 

(Ludhiana) have changed my 

name to Rajesh Kumar. 

I Manjit Singh S/o Kartar 

Singh R/o Village Pandori Gola 

Tehsil And Distt Tarn Taran I Have 

Change My Name From Manjit 

Singh To Manjeet Singh. 

I, Sawinder Kaur W/o Kartar 

Singh R/o Village Pandori Gola 

Tehsil And Distt Tarn Taran I Have 

Change My Name From 

Sawinder Kaur To Shinder Kaur. 

I Karamjit Kaur W/O 

Joginder Singh R/O Village 

Bargari (Faridkot) Have Changed 

My Name To Karamjeet Kaur. 

I Manisha W/O Jatinder 

Prashar R/O 72-C, Tripuri Town, 

Rattan Nagar, Patiala-147001 

Have Changed My Name To 

Manisha Rani. 

I Anita W/o Gurpal Singh 

Angrula R/o H.No.27, Street No. 

1-B, Guru Nanak Nagar, Patiala-

147001 Punjab have changed my 

name from Anita to Anita Angrula. 

I, Pallak Ohri, D/O Sh. 

Rakesh Kumar R/O H No. 225, 

Saili Road, Ravi Dass Mandir, 

Chaki Pull, Tehsil & District 

Pathankot, State (PB) declare 

that Pallak Ohri D/O Sh. Rakesh 

Kumar and Pallak D/O Sh. 

Rakesh Kumar is one and the 

same person. 

I Anuranjan Batth W/o 

Raminder Pal Singh Batth R/o 

#402, Shivalik Heights, Shivalik 

City Village Chaju Majra, Sector -

127, Kharar, SAS Nagar (Mohali), 

Punjab - 140301, have changed 

my name to Anuranjan Kaur. 

I Rupender Kaur W/o 

Gurpreet Singh Bhullar R/o 50, 

Holy Avenue, Holy City, Amritsar- 

I, Amritsar, Punjab- 143001, have 

changed my name to Rupender 

Kaur Bhullar. 

I Paramjit Kaur W/o 

Kamaljeet Singh R/o H.No.90-P, 

W.No.03, Street No. 6, Ferozepur 

Cantt, Have Changed My Name 

From Paramjeet Kaur To Paramjit 

Kaur. 

I Ashwani Bajaj S/o Prem 

Nath R/o H.No.17 Street Bhagta 

Wali Near Arya Samaj Chowk 

Ferozepur City Have Changed 

My Name From Ashwani Bajaj To 

Ashwani Kumar. 

I, Suman W/O Jagdish Lal 

Resident Of House Number 158, 

Village Kamal Wala, Muthian 

Wala, Kamalwala, Have Changed 

My Name To Suman Bala. 

I, Balwinder Kaur W/o 

Manjit Singh R/o Vpo. Gajewas 

Teh-Samana (Patiala) Pb, have 

changed my name to Dhalwinder 

Kaur. 

I, Balwinder Kaur W/O 

Paramjit Singh Village Dharam 

Singh Wala Distt Moga My 

Change Name Balwinder Kaur 

Josan. 

I, Harwinder Kaur W/o 

Gurmail Singh Jossan R/o Vill: 

Dharam Singh Wala (Moga) have 

changed my name to Harwinder 

Kaur Jossan. 

 

Classifieds

CHANGE OF NAME

Public Notice 

That a Vasika No. 2021-22/66/1/12 dated 

06/04/2021 in favor of me Ranjit Kaur wife 

of Kulbir Singh son of Puran Singh resident 

of Ward No. 1 Sardulgarh has been veri-

fied by Gurmeet Kaur wife Karaj Singh son 

of Darbara Singh resident of Sardulgarh. 

That Vasika No. 232 dated 26/04/2016 in 

favor of Gurmeet Kaur wife Karaj Singh 

son of Darbara Singh resident of Sardul-

garh has been verified by Raj Kumar son 

of Manga Ram resident of Sardulgarh. 

That Vasika No. 2021-22/66/1/12 dated 

06/04/2021 is available with me and with-

out this Original Vasika deed No. 232 

dated 26/04/2016 is lost. That there is no 

court case in relation to the said Vasika 

Sale deed, nor is there any dispute or 

pending under any bank in this regard. Re-

garding the loss of the above said Vasika, 

one DDR No. 490527/2024 dated 

13/07/2024 has been registered in the 

Sanjh Kendra of Police station Sardulgarh. 

That If any one has any objection regards 

to above mentioned Vasika then that per-

son can contact to Sucha Singh Virk Advo-

cate Chamber No. 4 Court Complex 

Sardulgarh (Mansa) within 14 days.

Corrigendum  

The Pioneer (ÇÂ§×Çñô ÁÖòÅð) 
ê¶Ü é§ìð- D å¶ A@ Ü¹ñÅÂÆ B@BD é§È 
ÇÂ¾Õ çÆ ìð·îÆ ìÔ¹î¿åòÆ ÃÇÔÕÅðÆ 
Ö¶åÆìÅóÆ ÃíÅ ÇñîÇàâ Ã¶ñ÷îËé çÆ 
íðåÆ Ãì¿èÆ ÇÂÕ ÇÂÃÇåÔÅð 
êzÕÅÇôå ÕÆåÅ Ç×ÁÅ ÃÆ ÇÜÃ Çò¾Ú 
À¹îÆçòÅð çÆ À¹îð Ô¼ç AH å¯º BE 
ÃÅñ ×ñå êzÕÅÇôå Ô¯ ×ÂÆ þ ÜçÇÕ 
ÃÔÆ À¹îð Ô¾ç AH å¯ CE ÃÅñ êóÆ 
ÜÅò¶Í

TANISHQ UNVEILS ENCHANTED TRAILS 

Chandigarh: Tanishq, India’s largest jewellery retail brand 

from the house of Tata, announced the launch of the exclusive 

Enchanted Trails collection in Chandigarh. The collection 

showcased an exquisite collection of diamond jewellery, 

drawing inspiration from the intricate beauty of exotic nature 

and making a perfect addition to every woman’s jewellery 

collection. Adding to the allure, Tanishq offered up to 20% off* 

on the value of diamond jewellery. The launch took place on 

14th July. 

The stunning collection featured a wide range of exquisite, rare, 

and real diamond-crafted pieces that redefines glamour and 

style for every individual. The brand's Enchanted Trails 

collection embodies the trust and quality synonymous with 

Tanishq, offering enthusiasts an impressive selection of unique, 

premium-grade diamonds. This diverse design catered to 

refined tastes, an array of options that highlighted both 

brilliance and craftsmanship. 

 

Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited 

Chandigarh: Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL) is 

providing telecom services PAN Indiaviz. Mobile services, 

FTTH, Enterprise services, Lease Lines, MPLS etc. 

Under the aegis of Atmanirbhar Bharat initiativeof Govt. of 

India, BSNL has been chosen as SPV (Special Purpose 

Vehicle)to deploy Made in India (Swadeshi) 4G stack in BSNL 

Network. The POC(Proof of concept) for this indigenous 

equipment was carried out at Chandigarh & Beta launch of 200 

eNode-Bs was carried out at Amritsar, Pathankot & Ferozepur 

on 15th July 2023. The 4G services of BSNL arenow available 

with seamless presence throughout Punjab, UT Chandigarh and 

Panchkula(Haryana). This 4G network isalso upgradable to 5G. 

In Punjab Circle approx. 4000 eNode-Bsare being installed, out 

of which around 3600 are existing sites and 400 will be new 

sites. Till date 2400 eNode-Bs has been installed and 2300 are 

on air, which also includes 24 4G saturation sites (out of 37 

total saturation sites). These 4G saturation sites are installed in 

remotest areas of Punjab where there was no Mobile Coverage 

of any operator since Independence, thereby providing faster 

internet connectivity to the rural India. 

The eNode-Bsare installed in 2100 MHzbandand700 MHz 

band in FDD Technology. Subsequently some eNode-Bs will 

be installed using TDD technology in highly populated areas.   

Recently Private Operatorshave increased tariff upto25%, but 

the tariff of BSNL is still very affordable and cheaper.This has 

resulted in high influx of customers to BSNL for which BSNL 

is fully equipped to provide reliable and affordable services to 

its esteemed customers. 

BSNL is also providing free upgradation of 2G/3G SIMs to 4G 

SIM with 4GB free data. BSNL popular FRC of Rs. 249/- 

provide unlimited calls, 2GB data per day for 45 days. 

For Port-In to BSNL, customer needs to send SMS ”PORT 

space Mobile No.” to 1900 and visit nearest Customer Service 

Centre/retailer with the UPC code. 

USP

The Pioneer does not take 

responsibility for the contents 

for the advertisement (Display / 

Classified) carried in this 

newspaper. The Paper does 

not endorse the same. Readers 

are requested to verify the 

content on their own. 

Disclaimer
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Indian cricket's reigning superstar
Virat Kohli has urged the nation to
get behind its Olympic-bound

contingent, asking the fans to join
him in supporting the athletes as
"they inch closer to the podium with
dogged determination" in the
quadrennial showpiece starting July
26 in Paris.
In a little over a minute long video
post on social media, featuring some
Paris-bound athletes like javelin
thrower Neeraj Chopra and boxing
hope Nishant Dev, Kohli said it is time
for India to be recognised as a global
sporting powerhouse.
"There was a time when the world
could only think of India as a land of
snake charmers and elephants. Over
time, that has changed. Today we are
known to the world as the largest
democracy, a global tech hub," he
said.
"We are known for cricket and
Bollywood, for start-up unicorns and
as the fastest growing economy in the
world. So, what is the next big thing

for this great nation? Well, that will be
more gold, more silver and more
bronze," he added.

He then went on to address Indian
sports fans, asking them to support
the 118-strong group of athletes, who

would be aiming to better the
country's best ever performance of
seven medals achieved in the previous

Games in Tokyo.
"Our brothers and sisters are headed
to Paris, hungry for medals. A billion
of us will be watching them nervous
and excited as our athletes set foot in
the tracks and fields and courts and
rings.
"Every neighbourhood, every corner
of India will hear a chorus of voices
chanting 'India, India, India'. Join me
in remembering their faces as they
inch closer to the podium with the
dogged determination of waving the
Tiranga with pride. Jai Hind and good
luck India," Kohli, who is currently in
London on a break after India's T20
World Cup triumph in the West
Indies last month, said in his
monologue.
Most of the Indian competitors are
currently training abroad and will
head to the French capital from their
respective bases.
India's medal hopes will rest on
shooting, badminton, wrestling, and
boxing aside from the expectations of
a second successive podium finish
from Chopra, who scripted history
with his javelin throw gold in Tokyo.
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The competition for the
openers' slots has

intensified following India's
T20I series win in Zimbabwe
and for contender Shubman
Gill, that can only be a "good
thing".
Gill, who is expected to open
alongside Yashasvi Jaiswal in
the three T20Is in Sri Lanka
later this month, was the
leading run getter in the five-
match series in Harare. He was
not part of the T20 World Cup
squad in the USA and the
Caribbean. 
For the major part of the series,
India played as many as four
openers in the playing eleven
and all of them did well
including Gill, Jaiswal,
Abhishek Sharma and Ruturaj
Gaikwad.
Gill captained India's second
string team and played as an
opener in all the five matches
with Jaiswal joining him at the
top from the third game
onwards. 
For the first two games, he
opened with Punjab teammate
Abhishek Sharma who scored
a hundred and a fifty in his
debut series. Among the four
openers, Gill had the lowest
strike rate, 125.92, compared
to Jaiswal's 165.88, Gaikwad's
158.33 and Abhishek's 174.64.
"It's a good thing that
everyone's performing. It
shows that everyone is hungry
and nobody is ready to take it
easy. For any country or board,
that's always a good thing,"
said Gill on Sunday referring to
the openers.
Following the retirement of
Rohit Sharma and Virat Kohli
from T20Is, the selectors will
have a problem of plenty when
it comes to picking the openers
for the Sri Lanka series.
"Anyone who got the

opportunity grabbed it with
both hands. The openers to
bowlers to all-rounders to
spinners, everyone made a
mark and I think the selectors
have now seen everything and
it's up to them to name the
squad for the next series," he
said after India's 4-1 series win
over Zimbabwe.
On captaining the team
through the series, Gill said he
enjoyed every bit of the
challenge.
"One thing about captaincy I
feel is how much confidence
you can show in your players. I
try to do that and make them
believe that if you try and
execute the plans, the results
will always follow," Gill said.
"After losing the first match,
we were under a bit of pressure.
It's not easy to play back to
back games and the series was
planned in a way that there
were two back-to-back games,
a couple of days rest and then
again back-to-back games. 
"It's never easy playing a series
like that but I think the way we
came back after losing the first
T20I was really remarkable."
India bounced back to win the
series 4-1 after losing the
opener.
"Seeing everyone hungry and
so quickly adapting to the
situation and assessing the
conditions was truly
spectacular to watch," said Gill.
With the ball moving around
in the powerplay, the opener
thought it was important to be
a little cautious early in the
innings.
"I think, as per the conditions
of the wicket, there were some
challenging conditions,
especially in the powerplay, the
ball was always doing
something or the other. As an
opening batter, my focus was
to see out 4-5 overs and not
concede any wicket," he added.
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India captain Rohit Sharma
says he will continue to play

Test and ODI cricket "at least
for a while" after ending his
T20 international career with a
World Cup win last month.
Rohit has been on a break since
the title win in the West Indies
and is set to miss the limited-
overs tour of Sri Lanka later
this month, which includes
three ODIs.
"I just said it. I don't look that
far ahead. So clearly, you will
be seeing me play at least for a
while," the 37-year-old said at
an event here on Sunday night.

His statement was reiteration
of a position he made clear
after announcing his T20
retirement after the final in the
West Indies in which India
defeated South Africa by seven
runs. 
Earlier this month, BCCI
secretary Jay Shah had
confirmed that Rohit will
captain India in the ongoing
World Test Championship
cycle and the Champions
Trophy next year in February-
March.
Rohit had led India in the 2022
T20 World Cup where the
team was ousted in the
semifinals by eventual
champions England.
A year later, India reached the
final of the 50-over World Cup
at home under his leadership,
but succumbed to Australia in
the summit clash at
Ahmedabad.
Rohit left T20Is with 4231 runs
from 159 matches, having
made five hundreds and 32
fifties.
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Australian national selector
George Bailey has said that the

national team plans to move on from
the recently-retired David Warner
despite the southpaw's desire to be
considered for the Champions
Trophy in Pakistan next year.
The 37-year-old Warner retired
from international cricket following
the T20 World Cup in the Americas
last month, where the Aussies failed
to progress beyond the Super 8 stage.
However, he had insisted that he will
keep the door open for a return for
the Champions Trophy, a One-Day
International format ICC event.
"Our understanding is that David is
retired, and [he] should be
commended on what has been an
incredible career across all three
formats. Certainly, our planning is
that he won't be there in Pakistan,"
Bailey was quoted as saying by
ESPNCricinfo.
Warner had a decent run during the
T20 World Cup, finishing as the side's
second-highest run-scorer, after Travis
Head.
On his remarks on making a comeback
during the Champions Trophy, Bailey said
that Warner might be "stirring the pot",

with the team planning "to transition to
some different players".
"You never know when Bull's
joking…think he's just stirring the pot a
bit. He's had a wonderful career, can't
celebrate it enough, and think as time goes

by, his legacy of what he has done for
Australia and we reflect back on that,
the legend of a player is only going to
continue to grow," added Bailey.
"But, as far as this team goes and the
journey to transition to some
different players, in his case across
all three formats, it's going to be
exciting."
The Australians will have a young
squad during their upcoming tour of
the United Kingdom, which includes
limited-overs meetings against
Scotland and England.
With the likes of Matthew Wade,
Mitchell Starc and Glenn Maxwell
missing out, Bailey said the
Kangaroos might see a more
youthful squad going forward, with
an eye on the next T20 World Cup in
2026.
"I don't think there's anyone who's
not there that we've put a line
through permanently besides David
(Warner). This is the way we are
going with this squad," he continued.
"The next T20 World Cup is 2026, so

I imagine there may be some more
changes than what we are seeing in this
squad. But specifically, to those guys (Starc
and Maxwell), no we haven't had any
conversations about where they think
their T20 journey may finish.

REMEMBER THEIR FACES: KOHLI SAYS GOOD
LUCK TO INDIA’S OLYMPIC-BOUND ATHLETES
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World Cup-winning skipper Pat
Cummins will be rested for

Australia's upcoming limited-overs tour
to Britain and Mitchell Starc will miss
the Twenty20 portion of the trip as part
of a workload management program.
Australia is scheduled to play three T20s
against Scotland and five one-day inter-
nationals against England in September.
Cricket Australia said Cummins'
absence was part of a "pre-planned,
long-term load management strategy" as
part of preparations for the Champions
Trophy next year. Mitchell Marsh, who
led Australia at the recent T20 World
Cup in the United States and Caribbean,
will be captain for the tour.
Veteran opener David Warner has
retired and wicketkeeper Matthew Wade
wasn't selected, with selectors looking
at the future.
Young batter Jake Fraser-McGurk was
included in both the ODI and T20
squads after being a designated travel-
ing reserve for the T20 World Cup. 
"This tour gives us a great opportunity
to bring in some new players in the
absence of David Warner and Matthew
Wade, as well as giving some senior play-
ers time to prepare for the home sum-
mer and a busy first half of next year,"

George Bailey, Australia's selection
chairman, said. The likes of Fraser-
McGurk, Spencer Johnson, Xavier
Bartlett and Aaron Hardie "are exciting
prospects to join the likes of Cameron
Green, Nathan Ellis and Josh Inglis in
the white ball setup," Bailey said. "With
the Champions Trophy next year ...
There has been a lot of planning invest-
ed into these next six months.
"That has included gradual integration
of new players into our white ball
squads who have earned international
opportunities via excellent form."
Australia is the World Cup champion in
the 50-over format and holder of the
World Test Championship title, but did-
n't reach the semifinals of the T20 World
Cup. 
T20 squad: Mitch Marsh (captain),
Xavier Bartlett, Cooper Connolly, Tim
David, Nathan Ellis, Jake Fraser-
McGurk, Cameron Green, Aaron
Hardie, Josh Hazlewood, Travis Head,
Josh Inglis, Spencer Johnson, Marcus
Stoinis, Adam Zampa.
ODI squad: Mitch Marsh (captain),
Sean Abbott, Alex Carey, Nathan Ellis,
Jake Fraser-McGurk, Aaron Hardie,
Cameron Green, Josh Hazlewood, Travis
Head, Josh Inglis, Marnus Labuschagne,
Glenn Maxwell, Matthew Short, Steve
Smith, Mitchell Starc, Adam Zampa.
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Indian men's hockey team
forward Abhishek feels the

mental conditioning camp
the players underwent at
renowned adventurer Mike
Horn's base in Switzerland
ahead of the Paris Olympics
has helped them prepare for
high-pressure situations. 
The Indian team has
completed a three-day
mental conditioning camp at
Horn's base and are slated to
play a few practice matches
in the Netherlands before
making their way to Paris

Games. The expectations
from the team will be high
after India's bronze medal
win at Tokyo Olympics.
India will start their Paris
Olympics campaign against
New Zealand in their first
Pool B match. 
"After months of focusing on
the physical aspect of the
game, this camp is exactly
what we needed," Abhishek
said in a Hockey India
release. 
"The team has been
spending time connecting
on and off the field,
improving our bond and

learning to handle high-
pressure situations better," he
said. 
Abhishek, who has played 74
matches for India since his
international debut in 2022, is

set for his maiden appearance at the
Olympics. "Ever since I was 14, it has
been my dream to play for India in the

Olympics."
Abhishek asserted that he is someone
who doesn't buckle under pressure.
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